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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1975
TRAIN MODIFIES PREDATOR ORDER TO ALLmv USE OF SODIUM CYANIDE
IN 11-44 COYOTE DEVICE
Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Russell E.
Train . today modified a previous ban on predator pesticides to
allow the use of sodium·· cyanide in a spring-loaded tube called
the M-44 to control coyotes and other.wild ru1imal attacks on
sheep, cattle and other livestock.

The modification does

not affect an existing ban on products containing sodium
fluoroacetate

(1080) or strychnine.

"EPA's Office of Pesticide Programs will immediately
begin processing M-44 registration applications which have
been filed by the Interior Department and several States,"
Train said, 11 and I expect this process wi 11 be completed in a
matter of days. 11
"Registration will permit the cyanide capsules and M-44
devices to be sold only to State and Federal registrants.
Use by private applicators will be allowed but only after a
period of training and will be subject to supervisiGn by
State and Federal registrants, 11 Train stated.
The States that have applied for use of the M-44 are
Colorado, Montana, Ne,vada, Oregon, Texas, and 1\Tyoming. Others
may apply.
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Sodium cyanide 'is a highly toxic pesticide that can kill a
predator animal in a matter of seconds and is considered relatively humane. It rapidly degrades in the animal's body minimizing the problem of "secondary poisoning" of non-target"
animals. The M-44 is a spring loaded-tube containing a sodium
cyanide capsule. The tube is placed in the ground and baited
with scented material attractive to coyotes, foxes, and feral
dogs. When the animal tugs on the bait, the tube Clischarges
a lethal cyanide dose into its mouth.

'

The use of sodium ~Lanide and other pesticides for predator
control was prohibited by Federal orders in 19 72 because of the
destruction of "non-target" animals and possible human health
threats in applying the pesticides.
Train said, "I am changing this policy because of sub-.
stantial new evidence on the safety and selectivity of the M-44
and restrictions surrounding its use."
Among the new evidence cited by Train:
- Human injury risks associated with the M-44 are substantially less than with devices employing an explosive
charge. At the time of the 1972 ban, a tube using an
explosive charge was in wide use. Some 14 human injuries
have been documented in connection with this device
·since 1959 by the Interior Department's Fish and Wildlife Service. None are known to have occurred so far
in USDI's experimental use of the M-44.
An effective antidote exists for cyanide poisoning in

people. None was thought to exist at the time of the
1972 orders. The antidote is inhalation o·f amyl nitrite
followed by intravenous injections of sodium nitrite
and sodium thiosulfate, all available in a required
antidote kit.
- The M-44 is equally or more "selective" than the explosive device and more "selective" than some non-chemical
11
predator controls , such as trapping.
Selective 11 means
it controls coyotes, foxes and feral dogs rather than
unintended animals such as opossums or raccoons.
- Among the restrictions to be imposed on M-44 use are:
-· For use only by personnel of the Fish and Wildlife
Service or State agencies until private applicators
have been trained.
- For use only iil instances where actual livestock losses
are occuring or may reasonably be expected to occuF ~~
t ;,

(more)
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certain areas. Not for use on parklands or other
wilderness or recreation ·areas or where threatened or
endangered species might be adversely affected, or
where exposure to the public and family pets is probable.
Warning signs in English and Spanish must be placed in
areas of M-44 use.
- Density of the devices is limited to ten per 100 acre
pastureland and 12 per one square mile of open range.
- Records·· must be kept on animals killed and human and
animal accidents and other pertinent information.
Train's decision follows three days of public hearings
last month and the initial recommendations of an administrative
law judge, many of which were incorporated into Train's ruling.
Today's decision will appear soon in the Federal Register.

i i i
"

BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATOR
U. S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D. C.
In the Matter of:

)

Applications to register sodium ~
cyanide for use in the M-44
)
device to control predators
)
~~~~~~~~->

FIFRA Docket No. 382

DECISION OF THE ADMINISTRATOR
This proceeding concerns an application filed on July 7, 1975,
by the Fish and Wildlife Service of the U.S. Department of the
Interior (hereafter FWS
11

11
)

to register sodium cyanide for use in a

spring-loaded ejector device known as the ''M-44 to control certain
11

wild canid predators, pursuant to Section 3 of ·the Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, as amended (hereafter
11

FIFRA

11
)

(86 Stat. 979, 7 U.S.C.

l36a).

Pursuant to EPA regulations (40 CFR 164.130-133), the FWS
application to register sodium cyanide as a predacide has been
treated as a petition for reconsideration of an order issued by the
Adrriinistra.tor of EPA on March 9, 1972 (37 F.R. 5718, March 18, 1972),
cancelling and suspending the registration of certain products
.,
containing sodium cyanide, sodium fluoroacetate (1080), and strychnine.
l/
The 1972 EPA Order cancelled and suspended all uses of sodium cyanide.-

l/ The 1972 EPA Order and accompanying Findings of Fact are appended
hereto as Appendix A and incorporated herein by reference.
·

2

On January 10,

197~,

EPA issued notice that it would consider

appl~cations for the use of the M-44 device and sodiu~ c~anide for

coyote control (39 F.R. 2295, January 18, 1974) . .Shortly thereafter,
EPA regulations were amended, adding a new section (Section 162.19,
effective February 1, 1974) providing for the filing of experimenta1
use permit applications for a sodium cyanide spring-loaded ejector
unit for predator control. The purpose of the amended

pro~ision

was

to develop and accumulate information necessary to support registration.
2/

Subsequently, nine (9) experimental use permits were issued.On July 11, 1975, notice of the July 7 FWS application was
issued (40 F.R. 29755, July 15, 1975), providing for an expedited hearing
on the application, to commence on August 12, 1975. The notice set
forth a specific timetable for the hearing, the submission of proposed
findings and briefs, the issuance of an initial

decision~

the filing

of exceptions, and the issuance of the Administrator's final decision
.
.
.
and order (within 21 business·days after the close of the hearing).

2/ Experimental use permits were issued to the following:

Texas
Department of Agriculture (Feb."8, 1974); Montana Department of
Livestock (April 4, 1974); California Department of Food and
Agriculture (April 24, 1974); U.S. Department of the Interior
(May 28, 1974); South Dakota Department of Game, Fish, avd Parks
(July l, 1974}; Idaho State Department of Agriculture (April 19,
1974); Nebraska State Department of Agriculture (Oct. l, 1974);
Kansas State University (Feb._ l, l 975); Texas A&M University
(Feb. 24, 1974).

•
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As a matter of chronology, it

~hould

be noted that on July 18, 1975,

President Ford amended Executive Order 11643 (banning the use of chemical
toxicants on Federal lands, issued February 8, 1972) by the issuance of
Executive Order 11870, which provides for a one-year experimental use
of sodium cyanide in all federal programs and emergency uses under
certain conditions.
On July 30, 1975, a prehearing conference was held concerning the
adoption of special rules for this proceeding.
t

A second prehearing

conference was held on August 7, 1975, resulting in the adoption of
supplemental rules for this proceeding.
Pursuant to the July 11, 1975 order initiating this proceeding,
seven (7) additional M-44 registration applications were filed and,
by order of the Deputy Administrator dated August 8, 1975 (40 F.R. 34455,

August 15, 1975), the following applications were joined.in this
proceeding:
Montana Department of Livestock
Wyoming Department of Agriculture
Colorado Department of Agriculture
. Oregon Department of Agriculture
Nevada State Department of Agriculture
Texas Departmen~ of Agriculture
M-44 Safety Predator Control Company·
In addition, p.ursuant to the July 11 order, a number of party
3/

interventions have been entered in support of the applications- and in

3/ Parties in support of the applications incl"ude the States of Wyoming

and Montana, as \'tell as the National t·!ool Grm·:ers' Association; the
American National Cattlemen's Association; the National Turkey
Federation; and the Navajo Nation {the latter four groups hereafter
collectively referred to, for purposes of convenience, as "National
Hool G1~m·1ers et a1.
11

).

.l
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4/

opposition to the applications.- Amicus·curiae briefs have been fi1ed by
5/

other groups and individuals.-

On August 6, 1975, EDF et al. filed with Administrative Law Judge
Dennist6n a motion to reconsider the hearing dates (scheduled to
commence on August 12).

A similar objection to the expedited hearing

schedule was made by the Humane Society on August 5.

On August 7,

Judge Denniston advised the parties that he did not have jurisdiction
to rule on the motions and that they should be transmitted to the
Administrator.

These motions were not brought to the Administrator's

·attention until August 19, after the conclusion of the hearings, when
it had become impossible to reconsider the expedited hearing schedule.

By notice dated August 22, 1975, the Administrator acknowledged the
untimely receipt of the motions (apparently not due to any error or
omission on the part of the petitioners) and noted that any.objections
concerning his inability to rule on the motions prior to the hearings
might be raised at a later stage in the proceeding.

Parties in opposition to the applications include the following:
Environmental Defense Fund; Defenders of Wildlife; Friends of the
Earth; Hational Audubon Society; rlatura1 Resources Defense
Council; Nationa) Wildlife Federation; Sierra Club; Oregon
Environmental Council; Animal Protection Institute; Wildlife
Management Institute (the foregoing groups hereafter collectively
referred to, for purposes of convenience, as EOF et al .
and
the Humane Society of the United States.
11

11

);

American Farm Bureau Federation; Texas Department of Agriculture;
California Department of Food and Agriculture; Montana Wool Growers
Association; Montana Stockgrowers Association; Congressman W. R.
Poage; and Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association.
1

'· ...

:

.
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.The hearings went forward on August 12-15, 1975,

wit~

appearances

entered by n6, the States of Wyoming, Montana, and Oregon, EDF et a1 . , ·
the Hul)lane Society, the National Hool Gro\'1ers et al., and EPA counsel
for Res~ondent, Assistant Administrator for Water and Hazardous Materials
(the latter as a neutral party, hereafter referred to as "Respondent
EPA").

Proposed findings and briefs were ·Submitted by

n~s,

the States of

i1yoming, Montana, and Oregon, EDF et al., American Farm Bureau Federation,
and Respondent EPA.
Administrative Law Judge Denniston issued an initial decision in
this proceeding on August 29, 1975.

Exceptions thereto were filed on

September 5, 1975, by FHS, the States of Wyoming and Montana, EDF et al.,
the National Wool Growers et al., and Responde~t EPA.
The initial decision concludes that the March 9, 1972 EPA Order
cancelling and suspending all uses of sodium cyanide "shoulq be modified
to permit the registration of the M-44 device by the applicants herein
subject to the conditions set forth in the Appendix hereto."
to the initial decision sets forth twenty-six (26)
the use of the M-4(device.

11

Appendix A

restrictions 11 on

In reaching this decision, the Administrative

Law Judge enumerates some thirty-seven (37) Findings of Fact relating
to his statement of. the five issues present in this proceeding.

The

Administrative Law Judge also addresses some nine procedural and legal
issues raised by EDF et al. and others in opposition to registration.
I have reviewed the procedural aspects of this proceeding as well as
the merits related to possible registration of sodium cyanide for use in
the M-44 device, and will address the.procedural and legal objections first.

.•
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PROCEDURAL AND LEGAL .OBJECTIONS
A.

Prejudice to those opposing registration due to expedited
hearing, special procedures, and evidentiary rulings

EDF et al. have asserted a denial of due process of law resulting
from the unexplained and unnecessary expedition and compression of the
11

hearing and
11

11

the procedures and evidentiary rulings felt necessary by

the Administrative Law Judge to adhere to the unreasonable timetable
set by the Administrator.

11

Their principal objection -relates to the

expedited nature of the hearing, which_ made necessary (directly or
indirectly} the special rules adopted for the hearing and, to some extent,
the rulings of

th~

Administrative Law Judge.

In support of these

assertions of prejudice, EDF et al. set forth several examples, including
(1) the late admission of certain parties opposed to EDF et al. (i.e. the
States of Oregon,

~·Jyoming,

Nevada, and Colorado, and the M-44 Safety

Predator Control Company}; (2) the failure to define adequately the issues
and the scope of the hearing, resulting in the admission of irrelevant
material; (3) interference with direct examination, by denial of
.

.

sufficient time to prepare; (4) interference with effective cross-examination,
,#

by denial of sufficient opportunit7 to review opposing documents and
by other means; (5) adherence to an impossibly short briefing schedule;

(6) infirmities in the evidence admitted on the record; and (7) the
unexplained departure from time requirements usually associated with·
FIFRA

cancellatio~

and suspension hearings.

7

I hilve examined each of these assertions of prejudice to the

.

.

opponents of registration and have concluded that the expedited
hearing in this proceeding was justified and was conducted without
prejudice to any of the parties.
The justification for a expedited hearing in this

~atter

is found

both in the law and regulations applicable to registration µnder FIFRA
and the facts relating to this particular proceeding.

The July 11,

1975 notice 6f hearing on the FWS application included an initial
determination, pursuant to the requirements of 40 CFR Part 164i Subpart D,
that:
"there exists substantial new evidence which
may materially affect the prior Order with
respect to use of sodium cyanide in the
M-44 device and accordingly reconsideration
of the 1972 EPA Order is warranted.
11

Once having made this initial determination, the Administrator is
·then required by the Subpart D regulations to convene a hearing to
determine whether such

11

substantial

ne\·1

evidence" does in fact exist

and whether such evidence requires modification of the 1972 EPA Order.
The expedited nature of the hearing is fully justified by the
seriousness of the situation confronting those who have asserted severe
economic losses in livestock population due to wild canid predators.
It is a matter of public record that the seriousness of this situation
has been brought increasingly to the attention of the President, the
Department of the .Interior, and the Congress, as well as this Agency,
state agencies, and the public generally, over the past several months.

8
~lhile

it would be inappropriate to gi.ve. v1eight i.n this proceeding to

representations made to other individuals or bodies, or to consider
actions others have taken or may take to redress particular grievances
expressed outside the record of this proceeding, it is clear that prompt
action on the July 7 FWS application and the other applications is in
the public interest.
I am aware that prompt action, however meritorious, cannot be justified

at the expense of due process of law.

In assessing the contentions of

EDF et al., however, I find no basis for concluding that the rules and
procedures employed in this proceeding are lacking in fundamental fairness
as applied to any of the parties.

The special rules of procedure

governing this proceeding wefe adopted on July 31, 1975, following the
first prehar1ng conference on July 30.

Supplemental rules of proceoure

were adopted following the August 7 second prehearing conference.

At

least· 5 days in advance of the hearing, all the parties were fully apprised
of what the governing rules would be . . It is unq4estionable that the
special rules of procedure reflect the exigencies of the hearing schedule
set out in the July.11 notice.

It is another matter, however, to conclude

that such procedures are lacking in fairness, "simply be~ause they
11

compress 11 the time available for preparation.

Moreover, the record of

the hearing reveals that.the opponents of registration were provided
ample opportunity to cross-examine, rebut, and contradict the testimony
offered by the proponents for registratfon at the hearing.

9

•

I find no basis on the record to sustain any of the objections made
by EDF et al. relating to prejudice or·unfairness in the procedures
governing the hearing, the rulings of the Administrative Law Judge 6n
evidentiary matters, or the expedited nature of the hearing itself. ·
To the extent not othenli se addressed herein, the

~etermi nations

made

in the initial decision relating to·these objections are affirmed.
B.

Prejudicial refusal to allow subpoena of EPA official

EDF et al. contend that the Administrative Law Judge improperly
refused to permit EDF to subpoena an EPA official who purportedly
told certain other persons, prior to the hearing, that EPA "had already
decided to register the M-44 due to political pressure and that the
hearings were merely window dressing."
I agree with the conclusion of the Administrative Law Judge that
any such gratuitous statements by EPA officials have no relevance in
this proceedlng.

The Administrative Law Judge, as the initial trier-of-

fact, and the Administrator, as the final decision-maker, are the only
two persons in this Agency competent to announce when and how any
decision is made in this proceeding.
C.

Failure to file an Environmental Impact Statement

EDF et al. have asserted that Section 102 of the National
Environmental Policy Act ( NEPA
11

Impact Statement ( EIS
11

in this proceeding.

11
)

11
)

requi.res the filing of an Environmental

prior to the rendering of a final decision

They contend that EPA regulations

pert~ining

to

the preparation of voluntary EIS's (39 F.R. 37419, October 21, 1974)

;
. ~·

; ~
"'::,

.•

•
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specifically provide for the preparation of EIS's in connection with
adjudicatory hearings under Sections 6(b}(l) and (2) of FIFRA, whenever
it is determined that such action will significantly affect the quality
of the

~uman

environment (even though expedited suspension hear.ings

under Section 6(c) are excluded from these requirements).

EDF et al.

also cite a recent decision of the'Federal District Court for Wyoming
requiring the filing of an EIS prior to the cancellation or suspension
of predator control poisons and reason that the same result should apply
in any proceeding involving the possible reregistration of a predator
control poison.
I do not interpret NEPA or EPA's regulations as requiring the
preparation of an EIS in connection with this proceeding.

The voluntary

EIS policy and regulations of EPA clearly contemplate the exercise of
judgment and discret1on by the Agency in determining the need for an
EIS in a particular matter.

I have concluded that the action embodied

in this decision does not represent a

~ajar acti~n

affectsthe quality of the human environment.

which significantly

Moreover, I believe there

is a reasonable basis to conclude that the data and information assembled
as a result of the experimental use

pe~mits,

together with the information.

and data developed in this proceeding, might well constitute the functional
equivalent of an EIS if NEPA or EPA regulations were interpreted to require
an EIS in this matter.

•

•
ll

0.

Violation of Executive Order 11870

.EDF et al. contend.that the subject applications for use of sodium
cyanide in the M-44 device are contrary to the letter and spirit of
Executive Order 11870, issued by the President on July 18, 1975.
Executive Order 11870 provides for the experimental use, for a period of
one year, of sodium cyanide to coRtf-lel coyote and other predatory mammal
or bird damage to livestock on Federal lands or in Federal programs
(Section 3(c)) and for the emergency use of a chemical toxicant for the
purpose of killing predatory mammals or birds on Federal lands under
certain conditions (Section 3(b)).

The three separate criteria for

authorizing an emergency use of a chemical toxicant are that such use is
essential to: (1)

prot~ct

human health or safety; (2) preserve wildlife

species threatened or likely to become threatened with extinction; or (3}
prevent substantial irretrievable damage to nationally significant natural
sources.
The Administrative Law
within the emergency use
11

11

~udge

concluded that this proceeding falls

provision of Executive Order 11870 and found

that the required consultation among the Secretaries of the Interior,

.

Agriculture, and Health, Education, and Welfare, and the Administrator
of EPA had been met in ihis proceeding.
Executive Order 11870, in effect, recognizes the legitimacy of the
experimental use permit program commenced by EPA on February l, 1974, and
provides for the extension of that program, if necessary, on Federal lands.
The legality of an experimental use -permit to the State of Texas had been
6/

challeng2d and upheld by a Federal District Court.-

§..! The 1lu111;rne Society of th2 United States v. EPA, et al•, (Civil
Action No. 74-3G7, ~arch 28, 1975).

•
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In contradistinction of the conclusio·n. of the. Administrative Law·
.

Judge, I do find it

nec~ssary

.

in this proceeding to finally resolve the

issue of whether or not this proceeding conforms with the letter of
Executive Order 11870.

I am convinced that this

~roceeding

does not

violate the spirit of the Executive Order .. Certainly, any final
determination of this Agency to authorize the use of sodium cyanide·
for predator control must conform to the terms of an applicable
·Presidential Executive Order, at least insofar as use is authorized on
Federal lands.

It should be noted that any registered use of sodium

cyanide on non-Federal lands would not be affected by the Executive
Order.

The outcome of this proceeding, however, is not to reach a

final determination on registration of sodium cyanide for use in the
M-44, but rather a determination of whether the 1972 EPA Order
should be modified to permit the registration of sodium cyanide in
accor.dance with FIFRA.

To the extent the 1972 Order is modified as a

result of this proceeding, I will recommend to _the

Presi~ent

that

Executive Order 11870 also be modified accordingly.
E.

Impermissible shortcutting of Section 3 of FIFRA

EDF et al. contend that this proceeding js g6verned by the
requirements of Section 3 of FIFRA, which provides that the Administrator
shall find, prior to registration, that the pesticide in question ''\'iill
perform its intended function without unreasonable adverse.effects on
the environment; and . . . when used in accordance with widespread
commonly recognized practice will not generally cause unreasona~ly
adverse effects on the environ:-.'ent.

11

They assert, further, that EPA' s

•

•
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implementing regulations (40 F. R. 28242, July 3, 1975, effective
August 4, 1975) set forth criteria for determining "unreasonable adverse
effects" which, in their judgment, would prohibit the registration of
sodium cyanide for use in the M-44 ..
T~e

Administrative Law Judge noted, in response to this objection,

that this proceeding is subject to Section 18 of FIFRA, as well as
Section 3, and is governed by Subpart D of the Rules of Procedure
(40 CFR 164.130) and the statement of issues in the July 11 notice.

The July 11 notice states:
"If the final determination of the Administrator
results in a modification of the prior Order to
permit the use requested by the applicant, then
the application will be processed in accordance
with the applicable ~egulations governing the
registration of pesticides, subject, however, to
the terms of the modified Order. If the prior
Order is not modified, then the application will
be denied.
11

The applicable regulations governing the registration of pesticides
are the Section 3 regulations which became effective on August 4, 1975.
It is apparent that the requirements of Section 3 were contemplated
at the time the July 11 notice was issued, notwithstanding the
applicability of Section 18 and the delineation of issues for this
proceeding contained in the July 11 notice.
The outcome of this proceeding should be and is a determination of
whether the facts presented 11 require modification of the 1972 Order to
permit the registration of sodium cyinide for use in the M-44 to control
predators in accordance with FIFRA, 11 rather than the ultimate

14
~uestion

of whether the particular applicatibns meet all the requirements

for registration under FIFRA.

Obviously) a modification of the 1972

Order permitting registration, as a result of this proceeding, determines
many of the ultimate facts relating to registrat.ion as well.
CONSIDERATION OF THE ISSUES AND MERITS FOR MODIFICATION
A.

The Issues

The issues to be adjudicated in this proceeding are set forth in the
July 11, 1975, notice of hearing (and restated in the initial decision of
the Administrative Law Judge). as follows:
11

[(a)]

. . . whether the following constitute substantial
new evidence:
l. Four of the seven specjfic findings concerning
sodium cyanide in the 1972 Order were directly
related to the issue of human safety. Based on
the data gathered in accordance with the
applicant's experimental use permit, sodium
cyanide when used in the M-44 has been shown to
be significantly less hazardous to min than
sodium cyanide \·1hen used in the explosive
device for which it was registered at the time
of the 1972 Order and which was known to
cause injuries to humans.
2. Based on data derived from studies conducted
'subsequent to the 1972 Order and submitted by
the applicant, use of sodium cyanide in the M-44
device is more selective than use of the chemical
in the explosive device and more selective
than some other chemical and non-chemical
'predator control methods.
3. In view of the data submitted by the applicant
with respect to significantly reduced hazards to
humans and the greater selectivity of sodium
cyanide when used in the M-44, it is likely that
proposed restrictions that·might be developed,
could be adopted and followed as a matter of
practice by trained personnel subject to the
supervision or control of the applicant.

.•

'.
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[(b)]

. . . if such facts ar~ determined to exist and to
constitute new evidence, . . . whether such facts
require modification of the 1972 Order to permit
the registration of sodium cyanide for use in the
M-44 to control predators in accordance with FIFRA.

11

Also stated as an "issue" by the Administrative Law Judge, but more
appropriately identified as a "directive" of the July 11 notice, is the .
. foll owing:
determination of these issues shall be made
taking into account the human and environmental
risks found by the Administrator in the 1972
Order and the cumulative effective of all past
and present uses, includihg the requested uses,
and uses which may reasonably be anticipated
as a result of a modification of the 1972 Order."

~The

As noted previously, the July 11 notice included an initial
determination that ''the applicant has presented substantial new evidence
with respect to sodium cyanide v1hich may materially affect the 1972 Order. 11
The July 11 notice also included the following initial determinations:
11

•••
such evidence was not available to the
Administrator at the time· of the determination to
cancel and suspend the registrations of sodium
cyanide, and . . . such evidence could not,
through the exercise of due diligence, have
been d.i scovered prior to the issuance of the
1972 Order. 11

The following review and

dis~ussion

of the record of this proceeding,

therefore, is to determine whether the facts stated in the July 11
notice as initial determinations do exist (i.e. are found in or are
supported by the record); whether the facts stated in the July 11
notice constitute substantial new evidence; and whether such facts, if
they do exist and constitute substantial new evidence, require
modification of the 1972 Order.

Finally, if the facts require

modification of the 1972 Order, what should the
lie?

ter~s

of the modification

.•
l

.
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B.

Whether the facts stated in the July ll notice do exist?

1.

Human Safety

The findings of fact in support of the 1972 Order with respect to
sodium cyanide include four (4) findings relating to human safety:
"3.

Persons overcome by hydrogen cyanide gas
either die very rapidly from respiratory
failure or recover completely within
a relatively short time.

4.

Ingestion of inha 1a tion of a very 10111 dose
(as little as 300 micrograms per liter of air)
may rapidly result in death.

5.

There is no true effective antidote.

6.

Recent data show four incidents involving
cyanide compounds in fiscal yea~ 1970 in
three of v1hi ch human beings v1ere injured by
the discharge of cyanide guns placed in
fields. Only quick thinking on the part of all
three victims in seeking immediate medical aid
preventing any loss of life.
11

The July 11 notice includes the following statements· regarding
representations made by FWS in its application

and data to be submitted

at the hearing concerning human safety:
"2.

Regarding hazards to humans and domestic
animals:
a.

Sodium cyanide is extremely toxic to a number
of animals, including man. Low doses of
sodium cyanide are acutely and rapidly toxic.

b.

Prolonged exposure to hazardous concentrations
of cyanide may result in chronic toxicity in man.

c.

Cyanide is not a cumulative toxicant and probably
would not be secondarily toxic. .

d.

Antidotal therapy for cyanide poisoning is
available."

One of the prir:1ary reasons for the 1972 Order banning the use
·of sodium cyanide for predator control was the relatively high risk of

17
injury to man.

The "HuJTiane Coyote Getter,

11

which is the devise addressed

in the 1972 Order, employs an explosive charge to propel sodium cyanide
into the mouths of canids upon activation.

This device has been held

responsible for some fourteen (14) documented human injuries during a
period of 550, 000 "getter-years" of use s i nee 1959 by HJS.

Human

injuries and the human injury potential associated with the coyote-getter
device led almost directly to the development of safer alternative
devices.

The M-44, which employs a spring-loaded ejection mechanism,

is one alternative developed to reduce the human injury potential
associated with an explosive charge.
FWS testimony indicates that there have been no human injuries
associated with the M-44 in some 43,018 use-years by HIS.

EDF et al. 's

witness, Mr. Randall_, testified that he was not avJare of any human·
injuries resulting from the M-44, although he had observed accidential
discharges of the device while being set.
The record supports a finding that the human injury risks associated
·with the mechanical operation of the M-44 are substantially less than
with devices employing an explosive charge.
Risk of injury to humans also exists in the form of cyanide toxemia,
which is present with both the coyote-getter and the M-44.

The only

apparent means to reduce this risk are through appropriate-restrictions
on and procedures for handling, location, and placement of the devices
to minimize human exposure.

These restrictions and procedures are

discussed in detail later in this decision.

It should suffice to

state here that there is no evidence in the record \'Jhich \·JOuld indicate

.•
J
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that, with appropriate ·restrict ions and procedures for handling, location,
placement, and warning signs, the risk of human injury from cyanide toxemia
should preclude the judicious and proper use of the M-44 device.
One of the critical facts to consider in guarding against risk of any
human injury, however

infrequent~

antidote to cyanide poisoning.

is the availability of an effective

Although the 1972 Order found that no
11

true effective ~ntidote'' exists, evidence in the record of this proceeding
demonstrates that there is an effective antidote.

FWS concedes that at

least some of this evidence is not "new" since the 1972 Order, but correctly
states that it cannot and should not be ignored simply because it is not new.
The antidote consists of the inhalation of amyl nitrite (by breaking amyl
nitrite pearls), followed by intravenous injections of sodium nitrite and
sodium thiosulfate,

~11

of which are contained in an antidote kit premixed

in the correct proportions for administration to the patient.

Appropriate

restrictions, procedures, and instructions for the use of the antidote kit
afford maximum assurance that in the event of cyanide poisoning the risk
of human injury will be substantially reduced. These restrictions and
procedures also are discussed later in this decision.
In reaching the foregoing conclusions concerning the risks of injury to
humans, l do not want to leave the impression that all doubts and concerns
have been removed.

I am concerned about the accidental exposure to potential

injury of operating personnel, even though these people Hill be trained and
procedures are established to greatly reduce the risk.

I am even more

concerned about the possibility of involuntary exposure, where the public
generally {and especially children)may happen upon a device and unknowingly

.•
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or irresponsibly be attracted to it, even though precautions also are
established to minimize this risk.

I also have some question, based on

the record of this proceeding, about the self-administration of antidote
therapy in cases where assistance is not available.

In spite of these doubts

and reservations, however, I do not believe that.they alone should preclude·
the use of sodium cyanide under properly controlled conditions.
2.

Selectivity of the M-44 device

The findings of fact in support of the 1972 Order

\~ith

respect to

sodium cyanide include one (1) finding indirectly relating to
selectivity:
11

7.

There is evidence that dogs have been
subjected to poisoning by cyanide (used
as outlined above [shells containing
sodium cyanide placed in a baited
explosive device]) which is highly toxic
to all viildlife and domestic animals. 11

The July 11 notice includes the following statements regarding
representations made by

ms 1n

its application and data to be

submitted at the hearing concerning selectivity:
11

3.

d.

M-44 1 s are highly selective for the
target species and present a minimal
hazard to non-target wildlife, except
certain rare and endangered species.

e.

Use of M-44's within the range of the
San Joaquin Kit fox, red wolf, northern
Rocky Mountain wolf, and eastern timber
wolf constitutes a definite hazard and
they therefore will not be used within
the range of these species."

The other important reason (beyond human safety) for the 1972 Order
banning the use of sodium cyanide for
it presented to non-target

~pecies.

pr~dator
~hile

control was the hazard

there is no evidence in the

record showing specific incidences or statistics relating to non-target
species taken \'lith sodium cyanide device,s prior to the 197?.·0rder, the

•

.•
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record is clear on the point that species other than coyotes, red foxes,
gray foxes. and feral dogs (target species for purposes of these
applications) are vulnerable to the M-44 device.

The issue raised

by the July 11 notice, however, is not whether the M-44 is absolutely
species-sp~cific,

but whether it is more selective than the explosive

device (coyote-getter) and some other chemical and non-chemical
predator control methods.
FWS submitted data for the purpose of showing that the M-44
device is more selective for coyotes than the coyote-getter (92.24% v.
76.93%), but on examination it was conceded that variations in
population density, time and placement of

cont~ol

devices, and other

conditions rendered the data inconclusive for comparative purposes.
FWS submitted data obtained under its experimental use permit

(issu~d

May 28, 1974), indicating that during the first five months.of use
(June l - October 31, 1974) target species (coyotes, foxes, and feral
dogs) constituted 95 percent of the total take.

During the following

seven months (November 1, 1974 - May 31, 1975), target species constituted
88 percent of the tbtal take.

Other testimony regarding FWS and Texas

A&M University studies indicated that the M-44 is more ~elective than
steel traps and equally as selective as shooting.
FWS provided testimony on the impact a reduction in the numbers of
coyotes ·would have on other animal populations, which indicated there
was some evidence that populations of smaller carnivores (skunks,
raccoons, bobcats, badgers) probably would increase, but there was no

.•
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evidence to suggest

tha~

mice) would increase.

the

popu1atio~

of herbivores (rats, rabbits,

FWS also provided testimony that an FWS M-44

control program would not significantly affect the distribution or
densities of coyotes in the western United States.
There is some evidence that selectivity decreases with the
population of coyotes and with overuse of the M-44 device.

These

problems can be overcome to some extent by carefully controlled
placement of the devices only in areas known to be frequented by
target species and by prohibiting or restricting placement
in areas frequented by non-target species, domestic animals, and
threatened or endangered species.

Restrictions and procedures

applicable to placement of the M-44 devices are discussed later
in this decision.
Based on the foregoing, there is sufficient evidence to conclude
that the M-44 device is equally as selective or more selective than
the explosive device and more selective than some other non-chemical
predator control methods.

I am compelled to state, however, that in

t

view of the lack of conclusive comparative data, considerable emphasis
must be placed on extreme care in the placement of M-44 devices and
frequent, detailed monitoring of the various animal species in the
areas where M-44 devices are placed.
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3.

Restrictions

The FWS application contains a number of proposed restrictions or
conditions ·pertaining to the use of sodium cyanide in the M-44 device.
Much of the testimony at the hearing and a good portion of the proposed
findings and briefs, the initial decision, and the exceptions of the
various parties, relates to restrictions to be applied if it is
determined that the 1972 Order should be modified to permit registration
of sodium cyanide for use in the M-44 device.

The immediate issue,

however, is whether the statement i:n the July 11 notice, that

11

i t is

likely that proposed restrictions on use, in addition to other
restrictions that might be developed, could be adopted and followed
as a matter of practice by trained personnel sabject to the

s~pervision

or control of the appiicant is supported by the record of this
11

proceeding.
I find no basis on the record to review any of the restrictions
contained in Appendix A to the initial decision of the Administrative
Law Judge which have not been challenged or excepted to by the various
"
.
parties to this proceeding.

With respect to these restrictions,

designated numbers 1, 3, 13, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, and 26 in Appendix A
of the initial decision, the record supports a determination that
these restrictions, as set forth in the Order appended to this decision,
can be adopted and followed as a matter of practice by trained
personnel subject to the supervision or control of the applicants.

The

.•
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following discussion pertains to other restrictions set forth in
Appendix A of the initial decision which have been challenged or which
have been proposed as additional restrictions by various parties.
a.

Restriction # 2
FWS and the National Wool Growers et al. object to

Restriction # 2 of the initial decision, which states:
11

The M-44 device shall be used only to take
wild canids suspected of preying upon
livestock and poultry. 11

FWS points out that it is required by law (7 U.S.C. ~t~26) to control
animals injurious to agriculture, wild
stock and other animals

11

game animals, etc., and to protect

though the suppression of rabies and tularemia

in predatory or other wild animals," and, therefore, contends that
sodium cyanide and the M-44 should be available for use to control wild
canids preying upon wild game animals, agricultural crops, or carrjing a
communicable disease such as rabies, as well as those preying upon
livestock and poultry.

The National Wool Growers _§!t al. suggest the

same change.
The record of this proceeding deals almost entirely with predation
related to livestock.
expand the

permissi~le

or agricultural crops.

I do not believe a reasonable basis exists to
use to include protection of wild game animals
Certainly, the M-44 device can and should be

employed where necessary to control animals \<Jhich are vectors of
communicable diseases such as rabies.

.

'.

.•
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b.

Restriction # 4
EDF et al. object to Restriction # 4 of the initial decision,

which states:
"The M-44 device sha 11 only be used in instances
where actual livestock losses due to predation
by wild canids are occurring. M-44 devices
may also be used prior to recurrence of seasonal
depredation, but~ when a chronic problem exists
in a specific area. In each case, full
documentation of livestock depradation, including
evidence that such losses were caused by
wild canids, will be required before
application of the M-44 is undertaken. 11
EDF et al. object to the foregoing restriction to the extent
that it would permit the prophylactic use of sodium cyanide and the
M-44 to suppress target species populations.

They assert that.a

mere reduction in coyote numbers does not necessarily mean a
reduction in predation, and that prophylactic use would lead to
excessive

~istribution,

increasing the risk of accidents and other

undesirable side effects.
This nbjection addresses one of the central problems associated
with the use of any economic poison.

As a matter of principle, I do

not believe any poison should be

in the absence of a well-

u~ed

documented current need, particularly where some risk of injury to persons
and other non-target animals exists.

I see no justification for the use

of the M-44 device solely as an insurance policy against whate_ver predator
risks may occur in the future.

At the same time, I recognize that 11 chronic 11

predator problems do exist in some areas, and that reasonable, anticipatory
measures may be the most effective me.ans to prevent a recurrence of
seasonal depredation in these areas.

In these cases, it is essential that

the Federa 1 and State agencies supervising the 1·1-44 program exercise

.•
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extreme care in reviewing the documentation Qf previous livestock
depredation in the area.
In areas v1here "chronic" predator problems exist, it is reasonab1e

to assume that documentation of losses caused by wild canids should be
more complete (and easier to obtain) than in areas where predator problems
are sporadic.
c.

Restriction # 5

FWS, the National

~Jool

Growers ·et al., Wyoming, and EDF et al. object

to Restriction # 5, which states:
11

The M-44 device shall not be used in: · (l) National
or State parks; (2) National or State Monuments;
(3) Federally designed Wilderness.areas;
(4) Wildlife refuge areas; (5) Prairie dog towns;
(6) Areas where exposure to the public and family
pets is probable."

HIS objects to a restriction against the use of the M-.44 device in
wildlife refuge areas and prairie dog towns.

As noted in the discussion

relating to Restriction # 2, FWS has a statutory responsibility to protect
wild game animals from predators.

FWS has sole jurisdiction over wildlife

refuge areas and asserts that it can best determine whether or not to use
the device in a particu1ar refuge area.
would not be used

i~

FWS also points out that the M-44

any refuge area where threatened or endangered species

might be adversely affected, as required in Restriction # 6.

FWS

maintains that prairie dogs are not vulnerable to the M-44 device and are
not a threatened or endangered species.

Where an endangered species, such

as the Black-footed ferret, does live in a prairie dog town, the M-44
\•JOuld not be employed.
The National Wool Growers et al. object to a restriction against
the use of the M-44 device in Federally designated wilderness areas, as

..
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well as wildlife refuge areas and prairie dOQ towns.
wilderness areas often are used for livestock grazing.

They point out that
They also note that

Restriction # 6 and item (6) of Restriction # 5 (above) adequately
protect threatened or endangered species,-the public and family pets.
The State of

\~yarning

objects to a restriction against the use of the

M-44 device in prairie dog towns and Natirinal Parks and wilderness areas
in Hyoming where licensed grazing of livestock is permitted by the
federal government (specifically, Te.ton National Park and certain wilderness
areas).

Wyoming also notes that prairie dogs are not attracted to the M-44

and that only one species of prairie dog (the Utah prairie dog) is on the
list of endangered species.
Wyoming contends that the record does not support a finding that
the endangered Black-footed ferret fohabi ts prairie dog tovms.
Wyoming asserts that Restriction# 6 adequately protects_the Utah
prairie dog and the Black-footed ferret.
EDF et al. recommend that a restriction against the use of the
M-44 device be extended to national forests and recreation areas.
They assert that although some national forest lands may be used
for grazing, they are predominantfy and increasingly important multiple
public use lands where sheep and coyotes are seldom found.
also recommend that use of the M-44

in~

EDF et al.

forest area be prohibited,

due to the likelihood of accidental take of bears.
I am unable to find sufficient justification in the record for
eliminating any of the areas of prohibited use of the M-44 as set

•
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forth in Restriction # 5 (above).

Moreover, I concur with the

recommendation of EDF et al. to the extent that recreational areas withfo
national forests and on other Federal lands should be included among the
areas where use of the M-44 device is absolutely prohibited.
d.

Restriction # 6
7/
The States of Hyoming and Oregon- object to Restriction # 6

of the initial decision, which states:
"The M-44 shall not be used in areas where
threatened or endangered species might be
adversely ·affected. Each applicator shall
be issued a map which clearly indicates such
areas. 11
Wyoming objects to this restriction to the extent that it
prohibits the use of the M-44 in areas where threatened or endangered
plants (also protected by The Endangered Species Act of 1973, 15 U.S.C.A.
§1531-33, 1541) exist, asserting that such a restriction is unneeded and
meaningless.
I believe the record supports limiting this restriction to
threatened or endangered animal
11

11

species.

7/
- Through inadvertance or oversight, the State of Oregon did not
receive a copy of the initial decision until Septe~ber 10,
1975. The State, therefore, did not have an adequate opportunity
to review the initial decision and file timely exceptions thereto.
I have permitted Oregon to note their exceptions, however~ which
are contained in a telex message received on September 12 from the
Oregon Department of Agriculture. Oregon's objections,
accordingly, are noted herein.

.

.
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e.

Restriction # 7
FWS and the National Wool Growers et al. object to

Restriction # 7 of the initial decision, which states:
"The M-44 device shall not be placed within
200 feet of any lake, stream, or other
body of i'/ater.
11

HJS and the National Hool Growers et al. recommend that this

restriction be modified to permit the use of the M-44 device near
certain bodies of water (such as natural depressions in the land that
fill with water after a rainfall], rather than prohibit all such

placements.

They assert that such placements might be desirable for

setting M-44 s at draw stations (livestock carcasses).
1

It is my understanding that this restriction is necessary to
prevent exposure to persons and non-target species who might frequent
bodies of water more often than other less 11 attractive11 locations.
such, I believe the restl'.'iction contemplates more or less

11

As

permanent

11

bodies of water, as opposed to areas which catch and hold rainfall only
for short periods of time.

Intermittentstreams or lakes and ponds

containing. water only during certain times of the year for purposes of
this restriction would be considered ''permanent' bodies of water.

Other

natural depressions holding rainfall only for short periods of time would
not be considered
f.

11

bodies of \'./ater.

11

Restriction # 8
The National Wool Growers et al. and Oregon objett to

Restriction # 8 of the initial decision, which states:
11

The M-44 device shall not be placed in
areas \·1here food crops are planted."
...

·.:
:
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·The National Wool Growers et al. and Oregon contend that the
placement of M-44's adjacent to croplands and crop-aftermath areas
(harvested fields) is vitally important to effective predator control.
Oregon notes that timbered areas inhabited by coyotes are interspersed
with cropland in many areas of western Oregon.

They also point out

that livestock often graze in areas adjacent to crops (both those
for human consumption and for other uses) and in sugar beet and corn
fields that have been harvested.

They contend that placement in and

near these areas would result in little, if any, risk to humans, since
sodium cyanide dissipates rapidly in so11.

Trained operators, they

believe, could avoid any placement that might result in contamination
of human food supplies.
In the foregoing discussion of Restriction # 2, I concluded
there was no basis in the record for extending the use of the M-44 to
protect "agricultural crops,

11

large, undefined area of use.

since

tha~

would encompass a rather

The purpose of this Restriction # 8 is

not to protect crops, but to protect people who work in the fields and,
in some cases, those people who eat food products from the fields.

This

restriction does not prohibit placement in areas adjacent to the
fields, which are less likely to result in human exposure to injury.
I find no basis for modifying this restriction.

g.

Restriction # 9
F\~S,

the National l-lool Gro1-·1ers et al., and EDF et al. object

to Restriction # 9, which states:

\' (\ ;' ,., .?:\

"M-44 devices shal 1 not be placed v1ithin
· 50 feet of pub 1 i c ri gilts of \·1ay. 11

-.:'\·,, .~
~ ... >

..~I

-.. •. ..,--....

t"
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HIS and the National Wood Gro\'1ers et al. propose that this

. restriction be modified to include a definition of ''public rights of
way as meaning "county, state, or federally maintained roads for use
11

by the public, during seasons of evident public use. 11
EDF et al. recommend that the M-44 devices

11

be placed totally out

of the sight of roads, 11 where hunters and curious or unsuspecting
people making use of recreational areas would be less likely to encounter
them.

They also suggest that M-44 deployment maps be posted in public

places for the benefit of recreationalists who wish to avoid the devices.
I do not find any justification for excluding public roads or paths
of any kind from this restriction.

Devices visible from such roads and

pathways may unduly attract people and animals.

For whatever inconvenience

it may be to trappers (field.personnel of FWS and state agencies) to set the
devic~s

at more remote locations, the extra measure of safety to persons

and domestic animals using public roads.and

pat~ways

is fully justified.

In some instances, a safe distance may be more than 50 feet, to be out of
sight from a public road or path1·1ay.
h.

Restriction #10
EDF et al. object to Restriction # 10 of the initial

decision, which states:
"The maximum density of M-44 1 s placed in any
100 acre pastureland area shall not exceed 10;
and the density in any one square mile of
open range shall not exceed 12.
Without asserting an alternative maximum density number, EDF et al.
suggest that the maximum density nur:ibers in this restriction are too
·,'

.
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high.

They point out that the higher the density the more likely are

accidents and the taking of non-target species.

It is apparent also

that the higher the density the greater the task of inspecting and
servicing the devices.
FWS and the State of Montana have proposed even higher densities
than those contained in the above restriction (up to 30 devices per
square mile in the case of FWS).
I find no basis on the record to lower or raise the 100 acre and

one square mile maximum density numbers set forth in this restriction.
Restriction # 11

i.

FWS and the National Wool Growers et al. object to
Restriction # 11 of the initial decision, which states:
11

The M-44 device may be placed in the
vicinity of drav1 stations (1 ivestock
carcasses); provided, that no M-44 device
shall be placed within 30 feet of a carcass;
no more than 4 M-44 devices shall be placed
per draw station; and no mbre than·3 draw 11
stations shall be operated per square mile.

FWS and the National Wool Growers et al. see no need for
~

restrictions on the number of M-44 devices per, draw station and the
number of draw stations

~er

square mile.

I see no need to permit the use of a 11 mine field 11 strategy
for predator control, and therefore believe a reasonable limitation
on the number of devices and draw stations is appropriate.
j.

Restriction # 12
HJS, Oregon, and the National Wool Growers et al. object

to Restriction # 12 of the initial decision, which states:

.-... .., ...,. .- ,-

...
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11

M-44 devices shall be inspected.at least once
a week to check for interference or unusual
conditions and shall be serviced as required.

11

HJS, Oregon, and the National Hool Grm.,rers et al. propose that this

restriction be modified to exempt weekly inspection and servicing when
11

11

weather or other adverse conditions make the area inaccessible.
Obviously, there may be occasions wh~n severe weather· conditions

inhibit or preclude travel to remote areas.

The only other adverse

conditions that come to mind are.whe~ all the trained personnel are
ill or all the vehicles are out of service.

I believe such eventualities

might justify missing_ an occasional weekly inspection, but I do not
believe they need to be specifically set forth in the above restriction as
exemptions.

Nor do I think it would be appropriate to include ·a rather

open-ended exemption for any 11 other adverse conditions, 11 which would
be subject to abuse.
k.

Restriction # 14
FWS, the National Wool Growers et al., Montana, Oregon,

and EDF et al. object to Restriction # 14 of the initial decision, which
states:
11

An M-44 device shall be removed from an area if,
after 30 days, there is no sign11 that a target
predator has visited the site.

FWS and Montana suggest that the decision on whether or not to
remove an M-44 device be left to the judgment of the

applicate~

who,

on the basis of experience, can best determine whether a change of location,
change of scent, removal of the device, or no change is appropriate.
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FWS, the National Wool Growers et al. and Montana, propose that
removal of the M-44 device be required within 30 days after

11

cessation of.

losses, 11 rather than 30 days after there is no sign of predator
visitation at the site.

They point out that signs of predator

visitation (usually tracks) are difficult or impossible to discern
in rocky or frozen areas, and that tracks can be washed away by rain
or covered with snow.
It should be noted that Respondent EPA has indicated that they
have no objection to modification of this restriction in accordance with
Montana's request.

They point out that the weekly inspection requirement,

together with the suggested modification, would accomplish the objective
of removing devices which are no longet needed.
The purpose of this restriction is to insure a continuing assessment
of the need for specific M-44 devices and thereby insure the removal
of any and all devices where the need cannot be demonstrated.
record amply demonstrates that the
prevent

l~sses

11

The

need 11 for the devices is to

of livestock due to predators, and not simply to reduce
~

or eliminate the presence of predators.

If there are signs of predator

visitation and livestock losses in the area due to predators are
demonstrated, obviously the devices should not be removed.
If there are no signs of predator visitation, yet livestock losses
in the area due to predators are demonstrated, then it seems e.qually
obvious that the devices should not be removed.

If there are no signs

':)

·"'.. !
/
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of predator visitation and no livestock losses due to predators are
demonstrated, clearly the devices should be removed.

If there are

signs of predator visitation but no livestock losses in the area due to
predato~s

are demonstrated, the devices should be removed.

Thus, it

seems to me, the test for whether or not to remove the devices should be
the cessation of losses due to target predators in the area, and not the
mere indication of predator visitation.

1.

Restriction# 16

FWS, Oregon, and the National Wool Growers et al. object to
Restriction # 16 of the initial decision, which states:
11

In all areas where the use of the M-44
device is anticipated, local hospitals, doctors,
and clinics shall be notified of the intended
use, and informed of the antidotal and first-aid
measures required for treat1r.ent of
cyanide poisoning.
11

FWS and the National Wool Growers et al. contend that it should
be sufficient to notify the poison control center (in those areas
where there is one), or the local medical society, rather than all the
individual hospitals, doctors, and clinics.

Hospitals, doctors, and

clinics would have access to information through these sources.
I find no basi~ to disagree with the contention, at least with
respect to those areas where a poison control center or a local
medical society exists and can perform the function of notifying
hospitals, doctors, and clinics of the needed information.

Every

,

.
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effort must be made to insure that a bullet~n o~ notice is issued or
made available to local hospitals, doctors, and clinics, whether by a
poison control center, local medical society, or under other auspices.
In areas \·1here a poison control center, local medical society, or
other appropriate body does not exist or cannot perform this function,
·the registrant must assume and carry out that responsibility.
m.

Restriction # 18

EDF et al. object to Restriction# 18 of the initial decision,
which states:
Registrations for sodium cyanide M-44 capsules
may be granted to persons other than State and
Federal agencies; provided, that such persons
shall be authorized to sell said capsules only
to State and Federal registrants. Only State
and Federal registrants shall be permitted to
sell, give, or otherwise distribute capsules to
individual applicators. Such State or Federal
registrants of sodium cyanide M-44 caµsules shall
be responsible for insuring that the restrictions
set forth herein are observed by individual
applicators to whom such registrants sell or
distribute such capsules and/or M-44 devices.
State and Federal registrants shall train
applicators, and such training shall include,.
but need not be limited to: (1) Training in
safe handling and placement of the device; (2)
Training in the proper use of the antidote kit;
(3) Instructions regarding proper placement of
the device; and (4) Instructions in recordkeeping. 11

11

•

EDF et al. propose that this restriction be changed to prohibit the
use of sodium cyanide M-44 capsules by private applicators.

They

contend that the record contains substantial evidence that private
applicators cannot adequately perform the necessary functions involved
in carrying out an M-44 predator control program as well as trained
; '.'.!•:>"':>
·'\;,'\
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professionals, even with the training contemplated in the above
restriction: They suggest that the States of \/yarning and Montana
have conceded the difficulties involved in licensing and controlling
private use, and note that Oregon proposes to use only licensed
state employees.

Of all the objections EDF et al. have asserted

regarding the various restrictions set forth in the initial decision,
they say

11

it is most important that this one be remedied. 11

I do not agree.

I recognize

th~t

an M-44 program without effective

and strict supervision and control over private applicators might be
hazardous both in terms of human safety and ecological considerations.
It is hard to imagine that this could happen, h.m<1ever, with all the
restrictions on use and other requirements being imposed.

The best way

to be sure that it will not happen (within the bounds of strict
regulation, at least) is to minimize opportunities for

misu~e

or abuse.

The need for predator control must be based on a scientific
assessment and understanding of predator-prey relationships, and
cannot be assumed by the mere presence of an adverse economic risk.
This assessment and understanding can best be performed and accomplished
through the strict supervision and control of expert State and Federal
agencies.

Yet, I realize that restricting the M-44 program exclusively to

State and Federal employees would impose substantial burdens on these
govern~ent

program.

agencies, and might reduce the overall effectivenes~ of the
SoDe potential registrants may choose to operate an M-44

progr'um so 1e ly \·1ith

~1ovcrm,1ent e1~1p l oyees

to maintain the desired degree

.·
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of control.
latter

Others may find such an

cas~s,

approac~

unworkable.

In the

I believe the requirements for training private

applicators and supervision by State and Federal registrants will
substantially reduce opportunities for misuse and abuse.
EDF et al. have urged that the proper resolution of this
proceeding should be to extend the M-44

d~vice

experimental use program.

Executive Order 11870, issued on July 18, 1975; contemplates and
authorizes extended experimental

us~

programs for sodium cyanide.

While

this Decision goes beyond an experimental program by modifying the
1972 EPA Order to permit the registration of sodium. cyanide for use in
the M-44 device, by maintaining governmental control it incorporates
many of the desirable features of an experimental program.
n.

Restriction # 22

FWS, the National Wool Growers et al., Montana, Oregon, and EDF
et al. object to Restriction# 22 of the initial decision, which states:
"Each authorized M-44 applicator shall carry
an antidote kit on his person when placing and/or
inspecting M-44 devices.
instructions on their use.

The kit shall contain
The kit may also

contain sodium nitrite and sodium thiosulfate.

11

FWS and the National Wool Growers et al. propose that the number
of amyl nitrite pearls required to be carried in the antidote kit be
reduced to five (5).

They also suggest that each applicator be required

to have additional pearls of amyl nitrite available in his vehicle
Montana proposes that the number·of amyl nitrite pearls required to
be carried i11 the antidote kit be reduced to six (6).
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With respect to both of the foregoing

p~oposals,

the contention

put fon1ard is that any more than five or six pearls of amyl nitrite
would be too bulky to fit into a pocket or otherwise be carried
conveniently.

They also point out that the record shows that no more

than five (5) pearls should be inhaled following any exposure to
sodium cyanide.
It should be noted that Respondent EPA has indicated that they have·
no objection to reducing the number ,of amyl nitrite pearls to not less
than six (6).
EDF et al. object to the omission of a mandatory requirement that
sodium nitrite and sodium thiosulphate be included in the antidote kit.
They refer to evidence in the record ihdicating that these two substances
are integral parts of the antidote kit.
In view of the foregoing, I can find no basis for requiring that
more than six (6) pearls of amyl nitrite be included in the antidote
kit.

I also agree with FWS and the National Wool Growers et al. that

additional pearls should be available in the applicator's vehicle.
My understanding of the record conforms with that of EDF et al.
on the need to include, as well, sodium nitrite and sodium thiosulphate
in the antidote kit.
o.

Restriction # 24

EDF et al. object to Restriction# 24 of the initial decision, which

states:
"Supervisors shall periodically check the records
sign~, and devic~s ?f each applicator to verify that a11
app~1cable restr1ct1ons, .laws, and regulations are being
strictly foll01·1ed."
EDF et al. propose that tnJndatory supervision of applicators be

Cilrried out at least once a year.

They point out testimony of nontJ.na
......
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which indicates that because of personnel shprtages they were not able to
supervise ysers of M-44's even once a year.
While some supervision should be carried out on a continuing basis,
I agree that at least annually a detailed and thorough check of all
records, signs, ·and devices of each applicator should be required.
p.

Restriction # 25

EDF et al. propose an addition to Restriction # 25 of the initial
decision, which states:
"In areas where more than one governmental agency is
authorized to place M-44 devices, the agencies shall
exchange placement information and other relevant facts
to insure that the maximum number of H-44 1 s allowed is
not exceeded. 11
The proposed addition is that if private use of M-44 dev1ces is
permitted, coordination with other private and public users should be
required.

Since individual applicators are required to report the location

of all devices to the supervising government agency, this information
should be available to all such agencies.
With-respect to the foregoing restrictions which have been challenged
>

or excepted to by the parties to this proceeding, the record supports a
determination that these restrictions, as modified and set forth in the
Order appended to this decision, can be adopted and followed as a matter
of practice by trained personnel subject to the supervision or control
of the applicants.
4.

Other Considerations

To the extent they are not specifically dealt with herein and are
not
11

incon~istent

Find"ir1gs

of

with the findings and conclusions of this Decision, the

Fact" set forth in the initial decision of the ,l\dministrative
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Law Judge are incorporated herein by referen~e as a part
8/
in support of this Decision.-

6f the findings

The July 11, 1975, notice of hearing requires that:
"The determination of these issues shall be made
taking into account the human and environmental
risks found by the Administrator in the 1972
Order and the cumulative effect of all past and
present uses, including the ~equested use, and
uses which may reasonably be anticipated as a
result of a modification of the 1972 Order. 11
The 1972 Order was based in large measure on the report of an
advisory committee established by the Secretary of the Interior to
. review the status of registrations for cyanide (arno0g other toxicants)
for use in predator control (the 11 Cain Report 11 ) .

The Cain Report

pointed out the extreme toxicity of cyanide, its non-selectivity, and
the potential impact on the environment which

11

is increased by secondary

hazard, an accumulation in the animal, and combined characteristics of
chemical stability and solubility in v1ater. 11

The Cain Report also

noted, however, that if toxicants were consistently applied under
field conditions with meticulous care, it is possible undesirable
side-effects might be avoided.
The 1972 EPA action suspending cyanide stressed, in particular,
the effects of

indi~criminate,

unsupervised baiting of the coyote-

getter device, citing the threat of the bait itself to non-target species
and the threat of predator carcasses to other prairie animal life
through secondary poisoning.

8/

- The Initial Decision is appended hereto as Appendix B.

"
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The 1972 EPA action, again citing the Cain Report, also stressed
the absence of 11 any meaningful data of benefits derived from the use
of these highly dangerous poisons which pose a marked potential threat
to the environment.

11

The "degree

of·

toxicity" and the

11

pattern· of use

11

were considered sufficient to warrant suspension, particularly in the
absence of countervailing benefits, the availability of alternative
methods of controlling predators, and the little, if any, effect removal
from the market would have on human health or the supply of a staple
foodstuff.
The human risks associated with the

M~44

device have been discussed

previously, and it has been determined that they are substantially
less with the M-44 device than with the coyote-getter.

The environmental

or ecological risks also have been discussed in relation to non-target
animal species.

It should suffice to add here that the risk to the

environment posed by the t1-44 also appears to be substantially less
than with the coyote-getter,·particularly in. view of the
restrictions on use being imposed.
baiting will not be.permitted.

Indiscri~inate

~any

and unsupervised

These and other restrictions will be

enforced and sanctions against abuse wiJl be applied.
To the extent that the July 11 notice contemplated a review of
the accumulative 11 effects of cyanide, there is evidence i~_the record
11

to support a finding that sodium cyanide in the

M~44

device will not

cause secondary poisoning of non-target animal species feeding on the
carcasses of predators taken with

th~

M-44 device.
· r r; ,:<;»;:;-:'\
~ ,- ~;.

,-

.•
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Thus, although the

11

degree of toxicity°1 1 of cyanide remains as

found in the 1972 Order, to the extent the Order was based on ''pattern
of use" and secondary poisoning effects, it is determined that
substantial new evidence indicates that both of these findings do not
exist in the case of the

M~44

device.

The cumulative effect of all past and present uses of cyanide,
including the requested use and uses which may reasonably be anticipated
as a result of a modification of the 1972 Order is speculative .both in
terms of risks and benefits.
finding on this point.

The record does not support a clear

However, in view of the restrictions being

imposed on use, it can be stated that the potential adverse effects will
be substantially less than those which might have been found if the
pattern of use during pre-1972 years had continued or were to be resumed.
Moreover, I believe that advancements in our

knowle~ge

of the relevant

ecosystems already documented since 1972, together with knowledge to be
gained hereafter, will show that any potential adverse cumulative effects
of the use of sodium cyanide will not be harmful to the environment.

The

requirements herein·relating to careful monitoring and recordkeeping are
designed to supply much of the information necessary to assess
continuously the need for sodium cyanide to control predators.

.•
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C.

\·lhether the facts stated· in the JL~l y l1 notice
. constitute "substanti a1 new evi de nee ?
11

As noted previously, this proceeding is being conducted pursuant
to

Subp~rt

D of the EPA Rules of Procedure (40 CFR Part 164), which

requires that the Administrator determine whether there is ''substantial
ne\'/ evidence" which may materially affect the 1972 EPA Orde.r.

The

·findings set forth in section B above, based on the record of this
proceeding, indicate that the facts
exist.

s~t

forth in the July 11 notice do

The question to be answered here is whether these facts

constitute substantial evidence and new evidence which may materially
affect the 1972 Order.
l.

New Evidence

EDF et al. object strenuously to the implication which they
perceive in the initial decision of the Administrative Law Judge
that 11 s i nee the M-44 had not been registered \·1ith the Agency in 1972,
that all evidence concerning it was ne\v. 11

This implied interpretation

of the la1·1 and facts was argued specifically by FWS in its August 21,
1~75,

post-hearing brief, wherein it is stated that ''all

e~idenc~

f

pertaining to the M-44 should be considered

1

new 1 since it was not

relevent to the 1972 proceeding, and therefore was not available to the
Administrator, and could not have been brought to the attention of the
Administrator within the context of 40 CFR l64.13l(a) had the Service
requested a hearing and participated in the 1972 deregistration proceeding."
FWS states, as a Proposed Finding of Fact submitted with its August 21

.•
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brief, that All the literature (exclusive of that related to antidote)
11

presented by the Service as exhibits in this proceeding was published
subsequent to the March 9, 1972 Order.

11

It is abundantly clear from the record of this proceeding that
considerable information and data generated by HIS and the various
state agencies and universities since the 1972 Order now exists as a
result of the M-44 experimental use permit program which began in
February 1974.
While it is true that much

inform~tion

about the M-44 device existed

at the time of the 1972 Order, it is inescapable that the primary thrust
of the 1972 Order concerned the explosive coyote-getter.

It is clear

from the Findings of Fact supporting the 1972 Order that human injury
risks associated with the explosive device were of paramount importance
at that time.

FWS has argued that it did not contest
. the 1972
.

Ord~r

because of the pre-existing Executive Order and because the M-44
device was not registered or in issue at that time.

I believe it is

fallacious to argue, as EDF et al. do, that because some ioformation
concerning the M-44.existed in 1971 and 1972 it cannot now be
considered
It is

11

new

11

11

new

11

information in light of the current proceeding.

in the context of this proceeding, and it is more than

adequately supplemented by post-1972 information and data v1hich is
11

new by any standard.
11
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·The record supports a finding that the facts determined in
the preceding section B of this decision constitute new evidence which
materially affects the 1972 Order.
2~

Substantial evidence

EDF et al. assert that the evidence about the M-44 presented at
the hearing

11

v1as not substantial."

As a general matter, one would always like to

ha~e

more information

and data before taking any action affe.cting man and the environment,
and it is particularly so when potential risks of injury or death to
persons or animals are involved.

I do not consider these risks lightly

and would not take this action unless I believed these risks were
minimal.

Practically every method of predator control I am aware of

involves some risk.

Hunting and trapping accidents involving people

(EDF et al. 's witness, Mr. Randall, apparently was·invol0ed in an airplane
accident on a coyote hunt) and the ta~ing of non-target animals are
documented with respect to many other methods.
methods, such as better
non-hazardous.

11

Certainly, some

sheperding 11 of the flocks, are relatively

But• these relatively non-hazardous methods are not

totally satisfactory by themselves.
I am persuaded by the testimony adduced at the hearing and

contained in the record of this proceeding (as determined in section B
above) that substa,nt"ial evidence relating to human safety, selectivity,
and necessary restrictions pertaining to the use of sodium cyanide in
the M-44 device exists and materially effects the 1972 Order.
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D.

Whether the ·substantial new evidence tequires modification of
. the 1972 EPA Order?

Subpart D of the Rules of Procedure requires that, upon a finding
of substantial new evidence, the Administrator must determine whether
such evidence requires reversal or modification of the prior Order.
I am persuaded by the evidence presented in this proce.eding that
·the 1972 Order cancelling and suspending all uses of sodium cyanide
should be modified to permit the registration of sodium cyanide capsules
for use in the M-44 device for the purpose of controllinq certain wild
canid predators.
The appended Order of the Administrator, dated September 16, 1975,
supersedes and modifies the EPA Order dated March 9, 1972 and sets forth
the requirements and restrictions which shall apply, as of the
effective date thereof, to the registration of sodium cyanide capsules
for use in the M-44 device pursuant to applications for tegistration
filed in accordance with the requirements of Section 3 of FIFRA.

Dated:

September 16, 1975

BEPORE THE ADMINISTRATOR
U. S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
HASHINGTON, D.. C.
In the Matter of:

}

Applications to register sodium
cyanide.for use in the M-44
device to control predators

~

FIFRA Docket No. 382

)
)
~~~~~~~~~)

ORDER

In accordance with the foregoing Decision of the Administrator,
dated September 16, 1975, the Order of the Administrator dated
March 9, 1972, cancelling and suspending the use of. sodium cyanide
for predator control is superseded and modified as set forth herein.
Findings
The Order of March 9, 1972, as supported by certain Findings of
Fact relating to

11

Cyanide 11 appended thereto (37 F.R. 5718, ·March 18,

1972), is superseded and modified in the following particulars:
1.

Finding of Fact # l is superseded as not being reflective

of the current status of registration of products containing
.•

sodium cyanide for predator control.
2.

Finding of Fact # 5 is superseded as not being a correct

statement of the current avail abi 1ity of a true effective anti dote.
3.

Findings of Fact # 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 are not affected or

changed as a result of this proceeding.
4.
findincis:

Substantial new evidence exists to

e~tablish

the following

2

a.

Four of the seven specific findings concerning sodium
cyanide in the 1972 Order were directly related to the
issue of human safety.

Based on the data gathered in

accordance with the applicants' experimental data use permits,
sodium cyanide capsules when used in the M-44 have been
shown to be significantly less hazardous to
sodium cyanide when used in the

~xplosive

~an

than

device for

which it was registered at the time of the 1972 Order
and which was known to cause injuries to humans.
b.

Based on data derived from studies conducted
subsequent to the 1972 Order and submitted by the applicants,
use of sodium cyanide capsules in the M-44 device
is more selective than use of the chemical in the
explosive device and more selective than

som~

other

chemical and non-chemical predator control methods.
c.

In vie\oJ of the data submitted by the applicants with respect
to significantly reduced hazards to humans and the greater
selectivity of sodium cyanide capsules \·1hen used in
the M-44, ·it is likely that proposed restrictions on use,
in addition to other restrictions that might be
developed, could be adopted and followed as a matter of
practice by trained personnel subject to the supervision
or control of the applicants.

5.

The existence of the substanti a 1 ne\-1 evi clence set forth

here"inbefore requires that th2 Order of March 9, 1972, be modified to

-·

3

permit the registration of sodium cyanide capsules for use in the M-44
device to control predators in accordance with Section 3 of the Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, as amended (86 Stat. 979,
7 U•S •C• ~ l 36a ) ( 11 FI FRA 11 )

6.

•

The findings set forth herein and in the Decision .of the

·Administrator dated September 16, 1975, have been made taking into account
the human and environmental risks found by the Administrator in the 1972
Order and the cumulative effect of all past and present uses, including
the requested use, and uses which may reasonably be anticipated as a
result of a modification of the 1972 Order.
Conclusion
Accordingly, insofar as the Order of March 9, 1972 relates to
cancellation and suspension of sodium cyanide for use against mammalian
predators, it is hereby revoked and superseded by this Oder.
applications subject to this proceedirig and any other

The

applica~ions

for registration of sodium cyanide filed hereafter shall be processed
forthwith in accordance with applicable law and regulatioris, subject to
' forth hereinafter.
the restrictions set
· Restrictions
A.

General
1.

Use of the M-44 device shall conform to all applicable

Federal, State, and local laws and regulations.

1/
(Initial Decision# 1).-

1/
- For purposes of convenience of cor!1parison bet1;."een this Order and the
initial decision of the /\::l:ninistrative La\1 Judge dated f1ugust 29,
1975, corresponding restrictions set forth in the initi2l decision
arc ci~ss-referenc~d herein.

. ..
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2.

~egistrants

and applicators shall be subject to such other

regulations and restrictions as may be prescribed from time to time by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
B.

(Initial Decision # 26).

Users
3.

Registrations for sodium cyanide capsules to be used in the M-44

device may be granted to persons other than State and Federal agencies;
provided, that such persons shall be authorized to sell sodium cyanide
capsules only to State and Federal registrants.

Only State and Federal

registrants shall be permitted to sell, give, or distribute sodium
cyanide capsules to individual applicators.

State and Federal

registrants may authorize or license private applicators to use the
M-44 device pursuant to an approved plan for the certification of
private applicators in accordance with Section 4 of FIFRA if such private
applicators have completed the training program set forth herein.
However, prior to the approval of such plans, State and Federal
registrants may authorize or license private applicators to use the
M~44

device, under State or Federal supervision and control, after

the completion of the training program as set forth herein.
Federal and State registrants shall train all individual applicators,
and such training shall include, but need not be limited to:

(1)

Training in safe handling of the capsules and placement of the device; (2)
Training in the proper use of the antidote kit; (3) Instructions regarding
proper placement of the device; and (4) Instructions in recordkeeping.
Federal and State registrants shall be responsible for insuring that
the

n:~strict"ions

set forth hc:rein are observed by all ·individual

applicators to \-;hom such

rc~istrants

cyanide cap5ules and/or M-44 devices.

sell, give, or distribute sodium
(Initial Decision # 18).

5

4.

M-44 devices and sodium

cy~nide cap~ules

shall not be sold or

transferred to, or entrusted to the care of, any person not authorized
or licensed by, or under the supervision or control of a Federal or
State registrant.
(Initial Decision # 20).

C.

Permissible Uses
5.

The M-44 device shall be used only to take \/ild canids
1

suspected of preying upon livestock
6.

poultry.

(Initial Decision# 2).

The M-44 device shall not be used solely to take animals for the

value of their fur.
7.

~nd

(Initial Decision # 3).

The M-44 device shall only be used in instances where actual

livestock losses d_ue to predation by wild canids are occurring or, based

on documented prior experience indicating a recurring or seasonal
predator problem in a specific area, where actual livestock losses· due
to wild canid predators can reasonably be expected to occur.

In· each

case, full documentation of livestock depredation, including

evi~ence

that such- losses \11ere caused by
application of
D.

the~-44

\~ild

canids, vtill be required before

is undertaken.

(Initial Decision# 4).

Prohibited Uses
8.

The M-44 device shall not be used in:

(l) National or State

Parks; (2) National or State Monuments; (3) Federally designated
Wilderness areas; (4) Wildlife refuge areas; (5) Areas within ·national
forests or other Federal lands specifically set aside for recreational
u:;e; (6) prafrie dog tovms; and (7) i\.reas ·.:'.":ere exposure to the public
utd familJ: pets is

prnbcib.le.

(Initia·1 Decision# 5).

.•

c

;

~
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9.

The M-44 device shall not be used in areas where threatened or

endangered animal species might be adversely affected.

Each applicator

shall be issued a map which clearly indicates such areas.

(Initial

Decision # 6).

E.· Placement of Devices
10.

One person other than the individual applicator shall have

knowledge of the exact placement location of all M-44 devices in the
field.
11.

(Initial Decision# 23).
In areas where more than one governmental agency is

authorized to place M-44 devices, the agencies shall exchange
placement information and other relevant facts to insure that the
maximum number of M-44 devices allowed is not exceeded.

(Initial

Decision # 25).
12.

The M-44 device shall not be placed within two hundred (200)

feet of any lake, stream, or other body_of water; provided, that natural
.

.

depression areas which catch and hold rainfall only for short periods
of time shall not be considered
restriction.
13.

bodies of \•1ater 11 for purposes of this

(Initial Decision # 7).

The M-44 device shall not be placed in areas where food

crops are planted.
14.

11

(Initial Decision# 8).

The M-44 device shall be placed at least fifty U>"O) feet

distance or at such greater distance from any public road or pathway as
may be necessary to remove it from the sight of persons and domestic
animals using any such public road or

path~·1ay.

(Initial Decision# 9).

.•

<

<

J
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15. · The max·imum density of M-44 devices in any 100 acre pastureland
shall not exceed ten (10) and the maximum density in any one square
mile of open range shall not exceed twelve (12).
16~

(Initial Decision# 10).

The M-44 device may be placed in the vicinity of draw

stations (livestock carcasses); provided, that no M-44 device shall be
placed within thirty (30) feet of a carcass; no more than four (4) M-44
devices shall be placed at any single draw station; arid no more than
three (3) draw stations shall be operated in any one square
area.

F.

mil~

of

(Initial Decision# 11).

Supervision, Inspection, and Removal of Devices
17.

Supervisors of applicators shall check the records, warning

signs, and M-44 devices of each applicator at least once a year to
verHy that a11 applicable laws, regulations, and restrictions are being
strictly followed.
18.

(Initial Decision # 24).

Each M-44 device shall be inspected by the applicator at least

once a week to check for interference or unusual conditions and shall be
serviced as required.

Damaged or non-functional M-44 devices shall be removed from

19.

the field.

20.

(Initial Decision # 12)

(Initial Decision# 15).
An M-44 device shall be removed from an area if, after

thirty (30) days, there is a cessation of losses due to target predators
in the area.
G.

(Initial Decision# 14).

Safety Precautions
21.

capsules

All persons authorized to possess and use sodium cyanide
~nd

·1ock and key.

!1-44 devices shall store such capsules and devices under
(Initial

DE~ci

sion ¥' 21).

8

22. ·Used sodium cyanide capsules shall be disposed of by deep
burial or at a propei landfill site.
23.

(Initial Decision# 13).

Bilingual warning signs in English and Spanish shall be used

in all ireas containing N-44 devices.

All such signs shall be removed

when M-44 devices are removed.
a.

Main entrances or commonly used access points to areas
in which M-44 devices are set shall be p6sted with warning
signs to alert the public to the toxic nature of the·
cyanide and to the danger to pets.

Signs shall be

inspected weekly to insure their continued presence
and insure that they are conspicuous and legible.
b.

An elevated sign shall be placed within six (6)
feet of each individual M-44 device warning persons
not to handle the device.

H.

(Initial D~cision # 17).

Antidote Protection
24.

Each authorized or licensed applicator shall carry an antidote

ktt on his person when placing and/or inspecting M-44 devices.
shall contain at

le~st

The kit

six (6) pearls of anwl nitrite and the

correct premixed proportions of sodium nitrite and sodium thiosulfate
for intravenous injections, together with instructions on the use of
each.

(Initial Decision f 22).
25.

In all areas where the use of the M-44 device is anticipated,

the poison control center (if there is one in the area) or the local
~edical

society shall be notified of the

intend~d

use, and informed

9

of the antidotal and first-aid measures requi~ed for treatment of
cyanide poisoning; provided, that if there is neither a poison control
center nor a local medical society able to perform the function of
notifying local hospitals, doctors, and clinics of the aforementioned,
it shall be the responsibility of the registrant to perform such

(Initial Decision# 16).

function.
I.

Records
26.

'

Each authorized or licensed

~·1-44

applicator shall keep records

dealing with the placement of the device and the results of each placement.
Such records shall include, but need not be limited to:
a.

The number of devices placed.

b.

The location of each device placed.

c.

The date of each placement, as well as the
date of each inspection.

d.

The number and location of devices which have been
discharged and the apparent reason for each discharge.

e.

The species of animal taken.

f.

All accidents or injuries to humans or domestic

animals.

(Initial Decision # 19).
I

Russ~ll r. Train.
Administrator

Dated:

Septe.1:1ber 16, 1975

- ; >.J.
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PR Notice 72- 2
Pesticides Regulation "Division

'NOTICE TO MANUFACTURERS,

FORNULATORS~

DISTRIBUTORS
AND REGISTRANTS OF ECONO:nc Poism~s

Attention:

Person

Respo~sible

~conoruie

·-

for Federal Registration of

?oisons

Suspension of Registration for Certain Products
Containing Sodiµm Fluoroacetate (1080),
St.rychnine and Sodium Cyan~de

-1..
Last spring, this Agency made a Pl!-bl_ic co::i.=iitment. to

revie\~

the st'-.:us of registrations for strychnine, cyanide, and sodium ..
fluoroacetate (1080), for use in prairie and rangeland areas for

the pur:Jose of predator and rodent control.

·\

.

of grave concern surfaced.by the
eagl~s

repo~ted

.

This commitment grew
deaths of some 20

:!./

killed by the misuse of thallium sulfate.
~

This same concern caused the Secretary of the In.terior to
initiate a thorough review of 'the go~crnment 1 s fed.era! predator
control program.

An advisory committee wa!'l appointed under the

chairm.:mship· of Dr. ·stanley Cain, Director, Institute for
Environmental

~uality

and Professor of Botany and Conservation

This concl~rn predates last su:r.mer. In 1963 the Secretary of
Interior appoint ed an Aclvi!;ory l3oa-r<l on Wil<lli e nnd Game H.::magamcnt ch:lircd by Dr• LeopoJ.J of. the University of California.

l-_t

I
I

...

,.

"'
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at the University of 'Michigan.

The report of· that

advis~ry

.. . .

committee was released earlier this mon-th.
Aside from this Agency's review and the Cain finding.s , a

detailed petition has been submitted to this Agency by

s~veral

~

·distinguished conservation groups urging that the registrations of
these :;ompounds be c~ncellcd and suspended iI:'..tlediately.

That

petition 'invcked the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide arid
Rodenticide Act, 7 U.S.C. § 1,35, Section 2z(2)(c)
which requires
!"
that; an economic P<?ison contain "directions

for

~~e which are

necessary and if complied with, adequate to prevent injury to
. .
,
. 1 s . . . . , " an
. d. .s e~t1on
. 4c
1 1v1ng
man an d oth ~r verteorate
anima

.which allows the Adminisfrai.:or to initiate cancellation proceed-..,.
..
-ings by ordering immediate su?perision "when he finds that S1,.lch

2/

action is. ne~essary
to prevent pn imminent hazard to the public."CL
: .·
.
·'
•.
_..B(1$ed oa this Age.ncy 1 s r~view of the registrations of sodium
cyai1ide, strychn1:ne> iind 1080 i,n ·light of available evidence, I am

persuaded that their re.gistrat;ions for
susp~n<led ~n<l

.

' .

.'/,/

..,

p~edator

uses should be

cancelled.
~~

{

~

.

Sponso'rs of the, petition wen~:

The Natural Resources Defense

Council, Def enders of Wildlife, Friends of the Earth, 'l'hc Humane
Soci~ty of the United States, Nationa::t. Audu!.lo!l Society, Inc.,
New York Zoological Society, the Sierra Club, and the National
Parks and Conservation Association.
t:
/

t
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The Cain group has dealt at

lerigc~

with the effects of the

use o~ strychnine, cyariide, and 1080 for P!edator control.

The

report points out the extreme toxicity of the_s e compounds' their
non-selectivity' and the"fr potential. 'impact on .the environment
which "is

increas~d ~by

secondary haiard'

acctfrm.ilatf~ri

in tbe

animal, and combined ch~-rac'te{fs.-tics 'cif' ~herri.i~~r' s·cability and

this

solubility in water. 1 i

the Leopold Report (see 1(,

t .,,..

' .

report reconfirms "the findings of

su-pra)

'ilia ,_ the predator control

program took a heavy ~nvfr·onni"eiita'f toll;
Cyanide, stryc·l~~ine· . .
·.chemicals known to
entire animal

m'an.

crip-.p{i~i

:fo~m are among the most toxic

and

'the'y aci':-o qui~kTy,

sp..f'e~ciding th-.:-ot gh

t)le central nervous syster.i.·.

an~

'These poisons

J1:; .-~'":;, ::.

are toxic not only to their targe"ts out other ariimals arid wildlife.
All of these p(!is9ns have a

·similar paffern 'oi use as unattended

bai•ts and are. sp.read over vast are'a s· of ope'ri p~airie.
In the case

6f'

~tr'jcffnine

us·e against

foxes, a tablet containing the poisonball ur cube of bait material'.. sticli
. . ·' .. . as\.
~

,

i~

badgers, coyotes, and

-pl-aced inside a one-inch

'.meat,

lard or
. . tallow.

These

baits are left al~~.S ~r!~_mal trails or near no'rl:_~,ame carcasses.

Whil~ instructions cuuti'on· th~ user to cover the 'baf.~s over with
chiP,~ or brush to avoid ingestion by non-target animals, the Cain

'·

.,>'-'

,

,

..
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Report has suggested the ir..adcquo.cy o·f ~uch ·directions.

11

The pattern for cyanide use dif fer:s little in pertinent
respects.

An explosive gun, a "coyote-getter," charged with

cyanide is baited and driven into the ground.

The gun is left

unattended along the trail or range and is triggered when an
animal pulls at the bait .

.

In the case of 1080, carcas?eS of

dead animals are laced with the substance and strewn to attract
the predator .

.•

Indiscriminate baiting over.wide unpoliced areas poses two
obvious and recognized threats to non-target
the ranges as a natural habitat .
itself a potential killer uf

ani1~ls

shar~

that

The unsupervised bait is

...,

non~target

range. species .

however , .is compounded by .:he extremely ?igh toxicity of

The threat ,
~hE'

>e .

poisons , which can transform the predator carcass into a potential
lethal killer of prairie animal life . ·

While the effects of prairie baiting are, for the most p::trt»

' Cain group has suggested the present evidence
no t documented , the
may well understate the true damage .

1./

It is apj:>ropriate to take

Accordi~g to the Cain Committee,· if toxicants were consistently

under field conditions with meticulous case , it is possible
might be avoided. Draft at 131. However,
the C~mmitt..;e concludes, "It appears that the necessary high standards are not likely to be attained. " (Draft at 115) The Co1!1.tn5.ttee
~~un<l no reliably precise data is av3ilable showing the degree of '
predator control .:ichicwcd or the possible loss th:it might ensue
~ithout any procram.
~pplied

undcsir~blc s~de-effects

,

l

.•.
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administrative notice of the fact that isolated accidents
involving wildlife are not apt to be r.eportcd.
if routine and numerous,

instance~

of secondary animal poiso.n-

ing would not have the visibility of a wildlife
apt to be an opserver

pr~sent

Isolated, even

as in the

c~se

"~ill,"

nor is there

The

of hu!ll.3n mishap.

administrative process need not be blind to these realities.

This

Agency's Pe.sticides Registraticn Division has, moreover, reports
of· cases of alleged secondary and accidental poisoning, and
recently range-use of 1080 has been suspected of killing birds,
including some of our rare

spe~ies.

Measured against these obvious threats to wU.dlife . are only
ill-defined and speculati'~ benefits.

noted the absence of any

Thi Cain COmmittee has

~eaningful ~nforDation

~

on the e!f i acy

of poison baiting, especially in relation to the economic loss
caused by predators to the sheep industry .

At least one state ,

Nevada, has estimat~d that the cost of predator control was ten
times the value of•livcstock and poultry lost t<;> predators .
This absence of any meaningful data of benefits derived from
the use of these highly dangerous pol.sons which pose a marked
potential threat to the environment renders these registrations
suspect .
poison.

It is now -settled that the burden of proof rests on the
The report , moreover, specifically cites the greater

.selectivity of ground shooting, dcnriing, and trapping , arid the
Department of the Interior is embai:king on a stuuy to
otl1cr methods of contt·ol.

dctermin~

Here, where it is known that alternative

..
- 6 -

methods of control GXist, the registrations must be seriously
questioned.
III.

In deciding whether or not these considerations justify
suspension, it must be recognized that the concept of suspension

-

is one that must evolve, and existing vexbal tests are not readily
translated into a decisive cue for action.
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, and

th~

The Federal Insecticide,

judicial and administrative

constructions of -it t-o date set forth only uord formulas that·
establish a genc:!ral attitude on suspension questions.
situation

must

be scrutinized not only for what is

Each

involv~d, but"!'

also for what is not invol ·ed.
Turning to the verbal tests by which we must measure the
us~

of these poisons, FIFRA provides that the Administrator of

EPA "may, when he finds th~t.such action is necessoi.ry to prevent

•

an imminent hazard to the public, by order, suspend the registration of an economic poison immediately."
viewed restrictively, and

i~1cludes

"Public" is not to be

fish anJ wildlife, as has

recently and forcefully been noted in ·an opinion of a fcder'al
court.
11

See EDF v. Ruckclshaus,

43~

F.2d 534, at 597. · Nor docs

imrainent" mean that we are on the "brink" and that the harm

..
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will occur tornorro.w or has been documented.

It is sufficient

that reasonable men can conclude that CJ•.:tion taken today will
with reasonable certainty lead to a loss in the future and that
loss will be

irremediabl~

and uncorrec.table by subsequent action,

and that the. apparent benefits from using

a

chenical, pending the

complete statutory review pro-..ess, are outweighed by the possi-ble
harm of use during the period.
Agency ' s DDT

polic~

11

Or, as the ~atter ~as put in th~

.·

statement of Harch 18, 1971, the type , ext·ent,

probability and duration of such injury will be

reeasure~

in

ligb~

·

..

of the positive benefits acc·ruing from use of tl·1e economic poison ,
f or example , in human or.animal disease control or food production.
Bearing these principles in mind , I ao persuaded·that a
definite. hazard exists .

l-n1ile the mere toxicity of poisons does

not , under FIFR..c\., r.ender th-em a .hazard,- their degree of toxicity

!!./

"An ' in!31inent hazard' may be declared at any po.int in a
chain of events whrch may ultimately result in harm to the
public. It.is not necessary tha~ the final anticipated injury
actually have occurred prior to the determination that an
' iI!'.Ininent hazard' exists . " Reasons Undt!rlving the Registration Decisions Concerning Product~ Containin~ DDT, 2,4,5-T,
Aldrin ~nd Dieldrin, at 6.

11 The cancellation proceeding involving the possibility of both
a scientific advisory coramittee and public ~earing consumes a t
least one yc~r . In actual fact, these·pro~cedings have generally
taken considerably more than a year .

.'l!•
.$

..
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and pattern of use

ma~

well do so .

The unattended and unsuper-

vised use of poisons over large areas of land, by definition,
poses a hazard to non-target species.

The fact that label

instructions contain directions for placing the baits at times

and in areas least likely to be populated by non-target species
and for policing them, affords slight, if any confort.

This

Agency has on prior occasions taken into account a "cor:1monly
recognized practice" of use (see In Re H·ari Kari Und::me, I.F.&R.

{Docket D6), and has noted that the likelihood of directions
being foilc~rwed may p.ff ect their a~equ·acy (see In .Re King Paint,
2 ERC 1819 (1970)); In Re Stearns, 2 ·.RC 1364 (1970) .

The hazards from the pattern

ot

use for these chemicals is·

not remote or off in the distant future .

Th.e prairies and ranges

e..re populated by numerous animals, sor.le of which are becoming rare.
At. jeopardy are potentially endangpred species.

Each death to

that populatioi:i is an irremeuiable loss and rend2rs such species
~loser

J

to extinction .

*
No apparent circumstances exist to counterbalance this
distinct !'azard and suggest that the possibility of irremediable
loss is outweighed by the ·harm that might occur from their
nonavailability during a period of susperision .

The situation

might well be different W0.rc the removal of thesc poisons from the

r
.•

..
- 9

market likely to~affcct human health or the supply of a staple
foodstuff; or were there no apparent alternatives availablei the
balance tr.ight be differently struck.

This> hm.;ever, is not true.

p

I am hereby affixing findings of fact and an order suspending
and cancelling these chemicals for use in predator control.

71:W~~~~

f:lAR ~· i972

William D. Ruckelshaus
Ad ml nis t.r a tor

.
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___

Cyanide

_..

1.

products in the form of sh£?11s cc:itaining sodium

T\·/O

cyanide are currently registered fo1· explosive devices designed

to kill coyotes that may prey on sheep.

The device is simply a

cyanide charge placed' in a baited cylinder and driven into the
!;

ground.

Hhen

the animal pulls at the bait the charge explodes-

into its mouth.

Only one of the shel} products i? registered for

_use by the general public.

The Division of \.!ildlife Services of

·" the D;partra!.!nt of the Interior has

propa_~ly

bee:i th2 largest uset··

of such devices.

reacts with acids to form h1drogen cyanide gas.

This chemical

is among the·most toxic and rapidly acting of all known poisons. ·
.

.

3..

.

Persons overcome by gas either- die very rapidly from

respiratory failure ·or recover completely •,-:ithin a relatively

short tim2.
4.

_,.

Ingestion or inhalation of a v2ry lo~·: dos~ (as little as

300 micrograms per litre of air) may rapidly result Jn death.
5.

The12 is no true

eff~ctive

6.

Recent data

four incidents involving cyanide

sho~

antidote.
CC8-

pounds in fiscill year 1970 in thr22 of which hu:a3.n b2ings \·Jere

injured by the disch:irge of cyanide guns

plai:~d

in fields .

Only

..
- 2 -

quick thinking on the part of all three

victi~s

in seeking

immediate medical aid prevented any loss of life.
There is e~idence that dogs have been subjected to

7.

p9isoning by cyanide (used as outl-ined above) \·:hich is highly

.toxic· to all v1ildlife and domestic anir::als.

Strychniner..:
..

c

Currently at least six products containing strychnine_

8.

in tablet and tedfr1ical powder form.are registered for use in
baits against coyotes and \'JOlves.
9.

.

The technical pm·1der form is for reformulation and

repa~kaging,

operators

and is for

and.goverr.~ent

~se

only by professional pest control

agencies
availabl~

on the open market.

10.

The tablets are

11.

Strychnine is an_extreiJ!ely bitter-tasting white crystal.

.
12.

It is a complex, naturally occurring, organic compound

.

.

\·Jhich \·t0uld probably bind tO" soil readily and dec?mpose over a

period of time,

al~hough information on the persistence of

.strychnine end its ef feet on the en vi ro:im2nt is sorr:e\·;hci t 1fo:i ted.
13.

strychn-i ne. is

hly toxic to humans and enimals, with

30 mg. ccns·iclert?d as a l•.reat to the ·life of an adult man.

has,

ho~12ver,

Death

been reported \'Ii th as little as 5 to 10 1;1gs. , and .

animzil life may

b~ act~tely

poisoned b.Y in9estion of small arr:our:ts.

./
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14.

Strychnine acts by interfering \·I) th· norm:il n2ural processes,
.
causing exaggerated muscle contraction. and violent convulsion. Death
in a rather gruesoi1le form due to respi'ratory failure soon fo1lm·1s
unless the seizures are contro1lcd.
15. There is no true effective antidote.
1080 (Sodium Fluoroacetate)
\·

16.
use as

Four products containing 1080 are currently registered for
mam~alian

..

· 17.

predacides .

Use is restricted to areas west of the lOOth meridian> and

then only by Division of Hildlife Servic2s ·personnel, or under their
direct supervision.
18.·

1080 is a ·\·1hite po~·1der; sol.ubie ·in \·iater, very stable> and·

tlius very persistent in gro•.1nd v1ater.

19. 1080 ii highly toxic to all speci~s. The dangerous ~ose
.
for man is 0.5 - 2 mg/kg. The chemical acts rapidly upon the central
nervous and cardiovascular systems i·ti th cardiac effects. _ Effect
is usually too
·. .

qutc~

to permit treatment, and antidotes are relatively

valueless.
20.

According to one authority, prior to 1963 there v1cr2 13. proven

fatal cases, five suspected deaths, and six non-fatal cases of 1080

poisoning in

ma~>

although it is not clear to tiliat extent predator

'\'

control matertals were implicated .

.

(_)

.-

......•
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2121.
m11Jq,l ~1

There is evidence that a certain number of non-target ani-

"i!;re being adversely affected by 1080 products, par ti cul arly,

inin..hth~::-case of carrion eating birds ari·: r.iam:nals, by secondary .

It is not clear, hm·1ever, ho•11 various animal populations

pcPiQJSrO)t:ing.
aiitfEb:b~t(,ng

affected, al though 1030 is tho4ght to have· contributed to
~

·trJ:!i~@.-e~th

of at least one California condor, an endangered species .

. Benefits

2z2. There is
c§#f:liE•b'~l ach_i eved

no reliable data as to the amount of predator

by the use of these poi sons.

223- TThere is no reliable data as tci the 1-0ss ·of sheep that

..

rmi~~i;J.toc.ccur
.

..

""

with out a preda tGr contra l program using the.se poi sons ,
.

. . o~.t~he ·real effect of sudr 1asses- orr the- gerreru] ecorroriif c hea1th'~

dtf t~e sSJir.eep

industry .. Certain data that are presently a·;a i lab Te

..

iimb';lctt.-ei~redator losses may in fact be of such a l m·1 magnitude as

tW ~ a:i :ilTii nor
~1Nml

~~..

.·

·lt1~~

syn~hetic

may be

fibers and fro:~ lot-fed livestock.

§lh..-e.ep jndustry, effective non-che;nic1l .alternatives exist ,

.denning. shooting Clnd trapping, methods

th~t

have long

1vailable and effective, though more costly than poisons .
25,

pro~irorn

'

from

nd~ts try

inor 'the mai"ntenc.n:::e of predator control programs, especially

imih~~~Jt~:;JJ

b~@n

The Cc.:i n Report _suggests that

cPJhs.!r re as or:s for the decline of th2 sheep i

~~~iltiion

ii!Jil

part of total lasses.

The Federal
for

m~thods

Govetnm~nt

has

crn::~:1itted

itself

to

a research

of contra11 i ng pr2da tors o thcr than poi sons .

··-..

!

CJ

.J

'..;.../

,'

.
COilCI US IO:I

The predator use of the fore9oing·chemicals presents an
iITTninent hazard such as to warrant the1r suspension pursuant
to

§

4(c) of the Federal Insecticide> Fungicide and Rodenticide
~

Act.

c

·.

.. -

.•

..

..

..

.

·- .../

..
ORDER

In accordance Hi th the attached opinion and find"ings, it
is hereby ordered th·at the reg is tr.a ti on for a 11 products con-

-

faining sodium fluoroacetatc (1080), sodium cyanide or strychnine

for use against mammalian predators be cancelled and suspended
immediately.

,.

~~

Registrations tor those products bearing.directions as
t

listed above are hereby suspended and

th~

products may not be

legally shipped in interstate commerce until labeled to block
out instructions for predator use.

MAR 9

~1972

· Hi 11 i am D. Ru eke l shaus
Administrator
:
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BEFORE THE

• •

AD~INISTRATOR

•1
:, ·. . ...

In the matter of.

)
)

Applications to register sodium cyanid~ for
use in tbe M-44 device to control predators

)
)

- ,,,.

FIFRA Docket Ho. 382

This proceeding was initiated by the Administrator's order dated
July 11, 1975, published in the Federal Register of July 15, 1975 (40
The proceeding is based on an application filed July 7,

1975 by the Fish and Wildlife Service of the U.S. Department of Interior,
\•/hich seeks to register sodium cyanide M44 capsules pursuant to Section
th~

Federal Insecticide, rungicide, and Rodenticide Act, as amended

(FIFRA) (86 Stat. 979, 7 U.S.C. l36a).

Pursuant to the provisions of

subpart D of the EPA regulations (40 CFR 164 .1 30-133), the application
under Section 3 has been treated as a petition for reconsideration of
an order issued March 9, 1972 (37 F.R. 5718).
The notice provided for an expedited hearing, which was specified
to tegin on August 12, 1975_and to last 4 days unless, pursuant to a

])

-

.. I

---' __..- ~

of
Frederick W. Denni~ton
Administrative Law Judge

3 of

,

..· ;;·-·
:·.""I~

1/
INITIAL DECISION-

F.R. 29755).

. :...

.....

.....

)

.

Exceptions may be filed by the parties pursuant to 40 CFR
164.101 but must be received on or before September 5, 1975.
NOTE: This is a correction of the date of September 4, 1975, announced
on the record (Tr. 4-64), the fact that September 1 (Labor Day) is a
holiday not having been considered.

,

I
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recommendation of the presiding. offker, it
an additional three days.

vJdS

further extended for

The parties \'/ere al"lowed 4 da!'s from the

close of the hearing to file propbsed findings and briefs.

The pre-

siding officer \·Jas allm<Jed 6 days thereafter for the issuance of his
initial decision, to which the parties could file exception~ 4 days
2/
thereafter.- Finally, it was provided that the Administrator's final
order would be issued 21 days follov1ing the hearing, or 7 days after
the filing of th·e except ions.

Saturdays, Sundays, and ho1 i days v1ere

to be.excluded from the foregoing count.
A prehearing conference was held on July 30, 1975 as a result of
which Specia1 Rules for the conduct of the proceedings were discussed,
and were included in

Report of First PreheJring Conference issued

July 31. 1975 {40 F.R. 33069).
on August 7, 1975, at which sume

A second orehearina conference was held
•

v

supplementa~ rul~s

were adopted (Report

of Second Prehearing Conference, August 11, 1975).
As permitted by the initiating ordeT, certain interests filed applications which parallel that of the Fish and Wildlife Service , and by
a second order, dated August 8, 1975, the following applications were,
in effect, incorporated into this proceeding (40 F.R. 34455, August 15,
1975):
Montana Department of Livestock
Hyoming Department of Agriculture

--lr-·
- In the original notice, the exceptions were inadvertently referred
to as "a reply brief. "
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Colorado Department of Agriculture
Oregon Department of Agriculture
Nevada State Departnent of Agriculture
Texas D~partrnent of Agriculture
M-44 Sc.. fety Preda tor Contra1 Company,
Midland, Texas
Also, as allm-1ed

the order, the following interventions occurred:

by

Interventions in support of application:
Wyoming
Montana
Nation
National Turkey Federation
Americ~n National Cattlemen's Association
National Wool Growers' Association
l~avajo

Interventions in opposition to application:
Environmental De-fense Fund
Defen de rs of Hild life
Friends of the Earth
National Audubon Society
Natural Resources Defense Council
National Wildlife Federation
Sierra Club
3/
Oregon Environmental CouncflAnima l Protection Institute
Wildlife Management Institute
Humane Society of the United States
Arnicus Curiae:

As further provided by the initiating order,

persons desiring to file briefs without becoming parties were permitted
to do so and such amicus briefs were filed by the following:
Alnerican Farm Bureau Federation
Tex-as Department of Agriculture
California Department of Food and Agriculture

--3;
- The precise status of the Council is not clear as notwithstanding
intervention in opposition has been entered, the Council, by letter dated
June 19, 1975, to the Assistant Director of the State Department of Agriculture, has indicated approval.

I
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Montana Wool Growers' Association
Montana Stoc~growers' Association
Congressman W. R. Poaqe
Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers.Association

HISTORY OF PROCEEDING
On March 9, 1972, the Administrator issued a notice of suspension
of the registration of certain products containing sodium fluoroacetate
(1080), strychnine, and sodium cyanide.

That document \·ias published in

the Federal Register of March 18, 1972 (37 F.R.

~718) .

The document

referred to a repo.rt prepared under the aegis of the Secretary of
Interior by a committee of"which Dr. Stanley Cain, Director, Institute
for Environmental Quality and Professor of Botany and Conservation at
the University of Michigan, was chairman.
the accompanying findings of fact are

The text of that order and

incorp~rated

herein by reference.

The order cance 11 ed and suspended a11 uses of sodium cyanide and the
other chemicals mentioned.
On January 10, 1974, EPA issued a notice that it would consider
applications for the use of a so-called M-44 device and sodium cyanide
.~

for coyote control (39 F.R. 2295, January 18 , 1974).

This was followed

by an amendment to the EPA regulations dated January 29, 1974 and effective February 1, 1974 Sy \vhich a new Section-162.19 was added to the
Rules which provide·d for the filing of experimental use applications
for the use of sodium cyanide in a spring-loaded ejector unit.as a predator control.
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Finally, on July 11, 1975, the

Ad~inistrator

r;iotice of hearing v1hich corr.rr.enced this proceeding.
it was

recit~d

issued the instant
In that notice,

that, pursuant to the foregoing regulations, experimental

use permits had been issued as follows:
Texas Department of Agriculture
Montana Department of Agriculture
California Department of Food and Agriculture ·
Department of the Interior
South Dakota Department of Game, Fish, and Parks
Idaho State Department of Agriculture
i'lebrask ... State Dep'artment of Agri cul tu re
Kansas State University
Texas A &M
.:

ISSUES

The issues for determination in this proceeding are 1;1hether the
fo1lov1ing three items constitute substantial new evidence:
1.

Four of the seven specific findings concerning
'"odium cyanide in the 1972 Order were directly
related to the issue of human safeey. Based
on the data aathered in accordance with the aopl icant's experimental use permit, sodium cyai1ide
when used in the M-44 has been shown to be significantly less hazardous to man than sodium cyanide
when used in the explosive device for which it was
registered at the time of the 1972 Order and \·thich
\'ms knmm to cause injuries to humans.
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2.

Bas ·d on d1~<l derived fror1 studies· conducted
subsequent to the 1972 Order and submitted
by the ap;ilicar.t, use of sodium cyanide in
the M-44 device is more selective than use
of the cheri1ical in the explosive device and
more selective than so.r.e other chemical and
non-chemical predator control methods.

3.

In view of the ddta submitted by the applicant with respect to significantly reduced
hazards to humans and the greater selectivity
of sodium cyaniae when used in the M-44, it
is likely that proposed restrictions that
might be developed, could be adopted ·and
fo 11owed as a matter of practice by trained
personnel subject to the supervision or cont ol of the applicant.

These are follm-Jed by the follm'ling, which have ueen numbered for
conveniencE:.
4.

Finally, if the above facts are determined
to exist and to constitute substantial new
evidence, the hearing must also determine
whet'-er such facts require modification of
the 1972 Order to permit the registration
of sodium cyanide for use in the M-44 to
control predators in accordance with FIFRA.

5.

The determination of these issues shall be
made taking into account the human and environmental risks found by the Administrator
in the 1972 Order and the cumulative effect
of all past and present uses, includi~g the
requested use, and uses which may reasonably
be anticipated as a result of a modification
of the 1972 Order.

Hearings were held on August 12, 13, 14, and 15, 1975, and it
was not necessary to seek the three-day extension which \·Jas conditionally provided.

While arrangements Here made to extend the workday

..
(
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for an additional hour on August 13, li, ihd 15, the additional time
was not required, and the hearing concluded prior to 11:00 o 'clock on
August 15, 1975.

The

fo11o~·ting

appeara.nces of counsel \'Jere entered:
S~rvice~

David Fisher - Fish and Wildlife
of Interior,

U.S. Department

Glenn Davis and John H. nidlen, Jr. - States of Wyoming
and Montana,
George S. Andre\·1s - Speci a 1 Counsel, State of l•Jyomi ng,

Arthur Lee Quinn a·nct Jeffrey Petrash - Mational \fool
Growers' Association, fl.rnerican National Cattlemen's
Associatiol),. ifatjonal Turkey Fe(Jerati-011, rtayajo Nation,

-

Harold Burke, Assistant At.forney General - Stafe of Oregon,

.

Richard E. .G1:1ttin·g, ~r. -:: Environ';nentaJ Defense-Fund, Defenders
of Hildlif~, Friends of'tn·~ farth, Natfonal Audubon Society,
Natural· Re~p,urces Defense Council., National i·lild1 i"fe Federation , Or'e.gQri·.T1ytironm.e-ntal Council~ )terr-a Club, /\nirnal Pro
tecti Oh Institute, :Wildl ife. mmage.rue_nt In.st"i tute,
I •

f

,

~' -

_.

:-• f •

/,', · ,~ Murdaugtt 'Stuart:..1'1add~n- and Roger 'N. _iKi ndler >Auman-:. Society
0

i';-

9f, the Un'ited~ .States,.

·

· , .
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FiilDINGS OF Ff,CT

The M-44 is a mechanical device ust?d to eject sodium cyani de

1.

into the mouth of canids v1hen they activate it.

It was developed in

response to a need to replace the explosiv8 shell of the Coyote Getter.
Although serious injuries (14 documented human injuries for 550,000
getter-years of Service use since 1959) \·Jere infrequent \.'Jith the latter,
the potential for serious accidents was sufficient to warrant development of an alternative device.

The manner of p1acement, use of scents

that are offensive to humans, and elimination of the explosive charge
•

made the M-44 relatively safe for humans.
2.

The M-44 is composed of four pares:

(1) the case--a sealed,

impermeable plastic capsule containing one gram of formulated toxicant
(0.88 gram of NaCN); (2) the case holder--a s~ort, hollm<1 tube wrapped

with absorbent material to retain olfactory attractant and into which
the case is inserted; (3) the ejector--a spring loaded plunger and
triggering mechanism which is seated in and fastened to the tube and
to which the case holder is fastened; (4) the tube--a hollow metal
•

tube \'Jhich is driven into the ground to support and anchor the mechanism.
3.
the

Placement in the field is as follm·1s:

gro~nd;

The tube is driven into

the ejector is cocked, seated into the tube and the trigger

mechanism engaged; the case is placed in the case holder which is then
fastened to the ejector mechanism previously placed; and last, the

..
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absorbent materidl on tile case holder is saturated \'Ji th an olfactory
attractant.

Cani ds drm·m to the attractant grasp the case ho 1der by

their teeth and pull up, thus triggering the device, which then ejects
the sodium cyanide into the an·imal 's mout.h.
4.

The M-44 device will be used in accordance with formal policies

and regulations established by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This
use will conform to all applicable Federal, State, and local laws and
regulations.
5.

The U.S. Fish and Hildlife Service does not have authority over

most lands on which the M-44 device will be used.

To assure considera-

tion, input, and approval from all responsible parties, M-44 use in
programs on public lands will be controlled by cooperative agreement
with appropriate jurisdictional agencies.

Use of the

devic~

on private lands \·1ould be controlled by viritt_en an'd signed

in progrwns

co~perative

agreement with the landowner or 1ea see.
6.

Each individual M-44 use will be subject to careful analysis

at the field level to assure that application is necessary, safe, and
effective.

Full dpcumentation of livestock depredations, including

evidence that such losses were caused by wild canids, or laboratoryconfirmed verification that wild canids are, in fact, vectors of a
communicable disease such as rabies, wil1 be required before application is undertaken.

I

I

..
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7.

M-44 devices will be used only in areas specifietj under

programs approved by U.S. Fish and Wi1dlife Service Regional Directors.
They will not be used in:

(1) tlational .arks or Monuments; (2) areas

\·1here threatened or endangered species might be adversely affected; or
(3) areas \·1here excessive exposure to public and family pets is probable.
8.

M-44-s or capsules will not be given to, or entrusted to the

care of, any person not under the supervision of the Service or other
cooperating Government agencies.

Care will also be

t~ken

to prevent

theft or loss and the possibility of subsequent use of the capsules
by nonauthorized persons.

9.

M-44's will be used in locatio.:s and at times that will mini-

mize encounters

humans, pets, and nontarget species.

by

Special concern

will be given to hunting and other seasonal use areas.
10.

On private lands, M-44 s \·till be used in areas \·1here fencing,
1

topography, seasons, climatic conditions, or other factors normally limit
human access, while on public lands, M-44 s \'Jill be used during those
1

times of the year when use of the particular public land by the general
~

public is at a minimum, or on areas not generally frequented by the
public.

Specific locations and time periods of M-44 use \·Jill be estab-

lished by the appropriate Bureau representative, based upon land-use
information provided by the land administrator and with l1is concurrence.

..
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Warning signs in English and Spanish will be used to provide

warning of all aresi.s containing M-44's.

Individ1 al unit sites also will

be clearly identified to protect

who might

12.

person~

~appen

upon them.

All Service-supervised emp.loyees vlill be instructed in the

safe use of M-44's before being entrusted with them, including caution
to be exercised to prevent personal injury from accidental discharge
of the device.
13.

Cyanide antidote kits will be carried by all employees using

M-44 s.
1

14.

Special precautions will be in effect for the storage and dis-

posal of capsules.
15.

M-44 devices will be maintained on a routine basis (at least

weekly) in order to replace

dischars~d

capsules and damaged warning

signs, and to check them for human interference or abnormal conditions.
They \vill be removed when unsafe conditions develop (i.e., ne\·J human
activity in the area), \·1hen livestock depredation losses are stopped,
or when evidence of the target species can no longer be found
16.

jn

the area.

All accidents involving humans and domestic animals as well as

reports of animals taken by the device, \'lill be reported immediately in
accordance with established procedures.
17.

During the experimental permit period from June l, 1974 to

October 31, 1974 the livestock losses \'Jere 3.4 percent before. M-44 use

.·

'4ill

,.,

...

!

.-

-
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was initiated and 0.6 pPrcent during and after their use, or a 2.8
percent reduction ·i·n losses (M-44 Efficacy report 1974).

This shows

the trend but is not an exact loss ratio ur solely attributable to
M-44's for several reaso s:

1, in lldny cases other damage reduction

methods were used simultdneously viith M-44's; 2, funding does not a1low
for absolute search for kills; 3, time periods for collecting the "before"
and after data are not equal.
11

11

18.

Data taken from the same field reports, but 1i mi ted to 2

months after initiation of H-44 use on each area, and including 13
months from June l, 197.4 to July 31, 1975 showed a reduction in sheep
and goat losses of 2.9 percent from 3.3 percent bafore M-44 use to 0.4
percent after use began.

The same data shov1s a reduction of cattle

losses (mostly calves) of 3.0 percen1. from 3 . 3 percent before M-44 use
t0 0.3 percent after .

Again this shows a trend, but not exact losses
.:

or exact loss ratios.
19.

An important comparison should be pointed out, that these

reducti ans of vihatever size they are, Here made \·/here mechani ca 1 methods
had been unsuccessful thus requiring the use of chemical methods .
20.

The relative ratio by which M-44's take coyotes and fox as

compared to nontarget species is indicated by data from the USFWS 1974
report which shows a target species take of 95 percent and nontarget
species 5 percent.

Data from the USFWS 1975 report indicates a take of

88 percent target species and 12 percent nontarget species.

,

..
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21.

The lP<lder of the Predator Ecology and Behavior Project

of the Fish and Hildlife Service, \'/ith credentials both academic and
in research in the .field of wild animal populations in general and
predato~ s

in particular, testified as to the overall results of the

FWS use of the M-44 device.

In his opinion, the M-44 device is an

effective device for achieving temporary reductions in canid populations; the device is selective for canids because of the nature of the
attractant and manner of exposure; the risk to populations of nontarget
species is minimal; and it is significantly safer for operating personnel than the Humane Coyote Getter.

The risks associated \•lith the Humane

Coyote Getter, as used in the Federal program, were large]y related to
mechanical injuries caused by the top \1ad and seaiant which effectively
1

a

became/projectile . Those risks have been essentially eliminated in the
M-44.

The potential risk of cyanide toxemia _to operating personnel is

present with either device, but evidence from the operational programs
suggests that risk is extremely low .
22 .

Data compiled by the Fish and Wildlife Service indicate that

the M-44 device is more selective for wild canids than are steel traps.
A study covering the period 1970-1972 , during which the M-44 and the
Humane Coyote Getter v1ere both used during part of the period, indicates
that of the animals taken, 89 percent represented coyotes and foxes , and
other species such as bear, bobcat , skunk, badger, raccoon , oppossum and
porcupine,

r~presented

very small percentages of the total.

On the other

...
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bJnd, a

stu~y mdd~

in

~e~i~o, Colora~0,

ard Wyom1n9 of carnivores

taken on steel trap lines, indicated thilt coyotes and red foxes comprised only 27.6

p~rcent

of the total

tal:~n.

Thus while some nontarget

animals are taken by the :l-44 's, they represent a very small proportion
and substantially less than the steel traps.
23.

A research scientist from the Texas A&M University, testified

with respect to certain studies of predator-prey relationships.

From

these studies, he drew the conclusion that the li-44 is a selective
device for capturing coyotes.
24.
•

While in the 1972 Order the Administrator found that "There is

no true effective antidote" \·lith respect to the use of cyanide there
considered, the record does not disclose on what that statement or
finding was based.

The evidence add ·ced herein indicates a11tidotes do

exist and one of the requirements of the Fish and Wildlife Service will
be that every person engage_d in placing the devices must carry an antidote
kit.

There is question as to whether the antidote treatment could be

self-administered by a person r1ho might be suffering from the initial
effects of poisoning by making an intravenous injection; however, antidotes do exist and the previous finding in 1972 is incorrect.
25.

The States of Montana and Oregon offered copies of the rules

governing the use of chemicul toxicants for predator control in their
states and similar rules for the State of Hyoming were submitted.

..
26.

Curr~ntly

due to serio•Js

- IS -

a critical situation exists in the State of

1o~ses

primarily coyotes.

Montan~

to livestock producers caused by predatory animals,

Present nethods of trapping, den·ting, shooting and

aerial hunting are befog er1ployed but livestock depredation continues
to be a serious problem.

Various alternate methods of control are being

utilized .
27.

On April 4, 1974, the Montana Department of Livestock was

granted permission to use the M-44 device for experim2ntal use purposes
only.

The expiration ddte nn that permit is

Oc~ober

15, 1975.

From

July l, 1974 to February- 20, 1975, a total of 278 people from 22 counties
and an Indian reservation were trained by the Montana Department of
Livestock and licensed as government pesticide M-44 applicators.

The

training consists of techniques for the selection of placement sites,
recordkeeping and reporting safety rrecauti{,ns, and variou:: aspects of
the use of the M-44 device.

Special emphasis was given tG er1vironmental

and human safety precautions to be observed when using the device and
predacide .
28 .

During tnese training sessions, all participants were issued

an amyl nitrite antidote kit and instructed in its proper use .

All ap-

plicators were required to submit monthly reports on capsule usage,
species taken, and the number of M-44 units in the field .

..
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Get ..... Pn

~ul y

1, !974 and Jure 30, 1975, il totil 1 of 603

coyot~s,

143 foxes, anc. 23 s kun~ s, 6 raccoons , 4 dogs, and l badger Here takt•11 by
the licem.ed applicators in Montana.

Coyotes and foxes are the target

species for this progran and account for 96 percent of the species taken.
The Depart1r:?nt of Livestock computes the cost of the program per coyote
or fox taken as $19.32.

This compares to the average cost to take a

coyote or fox by the state helicopter, fixed-wing aircraft or state
trapper using mechanical methods of $45.00, $25.00 and $200.00, respectively.

30 .

Thus proving the M-44 to·be economically feasible .
Montana considers the M-44 device using sodium cyanide to be a

selective, efficient, humane, economically and environmentally-safe
predatory contra 1 tool, and urges its regi strati or .

31 .

The State of Oregon has adopted a comprehensive

~ystem

regulations to implement i:s application for.-registration .
tions become effective October 15, 1975 .

Under i ts

prog~am

of

1.10se regulaonly registered

or l icensed governmental applicators will oe a uthorized to utilize the
toxicant and device, and then only for coyote control .
32.

EDF and the opposing group of environmentalists offered the

testimony of a field representat,ive for Defenders of Hildlife , Richard

L. Randall.

Hr . Randall has had life-long experience in varying capacities

\·lith livestock and \·lildlife in the Western areas .

He was formerly employed

by the Fish and Wildlife Service, or its predecessor , until 1973 ~·1hen he
retired from government service because of injuries suffered- in

t\·10

:·;cidents Nhich occurred \'!hile he \·1as hunt-ing coyotes in Hyoming.

aerial

..
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33.
Get~er

\taS

He h<..1s had persona·! experinnce in both the Hurn.me Coyote

and the M-44.

In his experience, use of any predutor control

not effective in s i gni fi cantly reducing losses due to predation.

Randall believes that the M-44 presents .a potential danger to

childn~n

and others who may be attracted to the devices by the warning signs
posted.

He indicates that there is much vandalism of the devices by

persons damaging them with rocks or running over them with vehicles
and that many who disapprove of their use delibPrately set them off and
therefore they present a hazard to that group of people.

Randa 11 per-

ceives no objection to the registration of the M-44 device provided
adequate restrictions on its use are promulgated.

\·Jhile he did not

specify the particular conditions he deem2d appropriate, one of his
principal criticisms was i11 opposition to placing the devices on or
near roads.

He does not believe that the M-44 is anymore fLctive or

selective than its predecessor the Humane Coyote Getter.
34.

The foregoing facts constitute

st..~stantial

new evidence which

was not available to the Administrator when he issued his March 1972
order, and could not have been presented or discovered by parties to
that matter in view of the lack of a proceeding.
35.

Based on the data gathered in

experimental use permit, sodium cyanide

ac~ordance
~·1hen

with the applicants

used in the M-44 has been

shown to be significantly less hazardous to man than sodium cyanide \·1llen
used in the explosive device for which it was registered

at~he

time of

the 1972 order and 0hich was known to cause injuries to humans.

-

..
36.

The

u'~:

- rn .
of S')c.iu; c :anide ·in the M-44 device is more selective>

than use of the che1Tical in the explosive device and more selective than
some other cher.1icdl and :, n-chrmical predator control methods.
37.

It is also aiJ,arer.t that with <1propriate restrictions as

hereinafter

discus~ed,

the u5e of the M-44 should be approved and that

the 1972 ord'lr should be ,1:,oified accordingly.

CONCLUSIONS

The evidence is clear that the conditions of use of the M-44 as
embodied in actual

practic~

under the experimental use permits avoid

most if not all of the dangers mentioned in the 1972 order.

The testi-

mony uf the only \'Jitness in opposition tends to confirm this fact rather
than controvert it.

t·;hile apparentl,/ disagreeing that the :1-44 is more
1

selective than the forrr.er Humane Coyote Getter, that witness

1

statement

was a general observation unsupported by data, and actual data of record
establishes the contrary.
While the evidence presented might be considered lacking in the
niceties of politico-econonric analysis, when consideration is given to
the subject-matter, i.e. \·1i ld an lmal predators, and the vast undeveloped
areas in which these devices are utilized, the data presented indicate
that the benefits of the proposed use greatly outweigh the risks which
are shm·m to be minimal.

I'\

precise dollJr evaluation of benefits versus

risks, however, is not possible.
'•',..
.t •

.~
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EDF contanas .it

denitd due

ha~ b~e~

proper hearing, and in support

off~rs

proc~ss

of law

a~~

a fair and

five contentions of procedural

errors.

l.

Intervention by Oregon:

EDF points out that the initiating

notice of July 11, 1975, provided that motions to intervene were to be
filed no later than August 6, 1975.

It also provided for states to

file M-44 applications and allowed for their filing by July 31, 1975,
to be reviewed and then made subject to a determination by the Administrator as to whether they qualified under Subpart D of the Rules.
determination

~·1as

That

not made until the August 8, 1975 ffotic·e, or after

the date for filing interventions as such.

As Oregon became an applicant

on that date, it was appropriate that it become a party and offer evidence

i n support of its app l i ca ti :.>'t .

It should be i1oted that su ...h -:. vi dence

dealt 1-Jith the manner in \·1hich the program vJOuld be ad1rrinistered \'Jithin
Oregon, but did include a letter of the Oregon Environmental Council
expressing approval of these applications.
2.

Application dates:

EDF contends the August 8, 1975 Notice "ruled

that applications received after this date [July 31 , 1975] would be considered.''

No such language is contained

i~

the Notice , which l i sts the

applications received 'bn or before July 31 , 1975 . " It therefore cannot be
determined \·1hat the bas i s of this objection may be .
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3.

Irrelevu'1t material:

Throughout the heuring, EDF objected

·to any evi de nee beyond the issues l and 2 above, deal i rtg with human
hazards and se ·1e~ti vi ty, and thus asserts that i rre 1evant materi a 1
received.

\•1as

In taking this position, EDF ignores issues 4 and 5 in the

initiating order as summarized above and cites no testimony° \'Jhich is
irrevelant to those issues.
4.

Soecial Rules:

EDF points out that the Special Rules issued

by the Presiding Orficer provided for submission of all testimony on
applitations in writing and the distrib0tion to parties on August 7,
1975, but that it did not receive the Oregon and Montana exhibits until

after that date.

As noted above, the Order incorporating those applica-

tions was not issued until August 8, 1975, and being proper parties
provisi n for their testimony v;as required.

In any event, EDF received

the testimony in advance of the 1;1itness taking the stand and had opportunity
for prior review; there is no indication that EDF was in any way prejudiced
by this procedure.
5.

Underlying data:

EDF correctly points out that the Special Rule

(Report of First Pfehearing Conference) ptovided that data must be made
avai~able

by the proponents of exhibits or expert testimony, but alleges

testimony was ulim·1ed where such was unavailable· to EDF, citing
references to tile transcript.

t\-10

Those references indicate that EDF did

in fact have the underlying studies \·ihen questioning the \·1itness, and

.~
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afford no support for its contention.

Further, the record indicates

that \vhere a \'litness had f lilcid to supply the complete article from
which he hi1.·i ~uoted excerpts, the proposccj testimony was stricken (Tr.
2-22).

Moreover, with respect to the Spclcial Rules which were discussed

at the Prehearing Conference of July 30, 1975, various counsel, including
EDF, urged that provision be made for special situations, and the Administrative Law Judge indicated that such would be entertained.
6.

Subpoena of EPA official:

(Tr. 1-28).

A witness in the course of his testi-

mony stated that an EPA official had told him the present applications
would be granted .

Later, EDF requested and was denied a subpoena re-

quiring thfit officiril to testify and be cross-examined, on the grounds
of relevancy.

The decision making process, in this instance , invo1ves

the Adr.inistrative Lm\I Judge in the first instctnce and the Administrator,
or his delegee, in the second.

The vie\'/S of ?taff members outside of

this record are irrelevant unless it would appear to be related to the
development of "secret la\·1 as to \·1hich there is no indication here.
11

Compare Sterling Drug Inc. v. F.T.C., 4502d 698 (1971).
ApplicabiJ.ity of Section 102 of the tlational Environmental
Policy Act:

On

bri~f,

EDF also contends that Section 102(2)(c) of the

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) [83 Stat. 852; 42 U.S.C. 4332
{2)(c)J requires that an environmental impact statement (EIS ) is a

prerequisite to the FWS application, and that its absence prevents any
n~dif

icalion of the 1972 Order .

In support, it offers a quotation from

.

- J
,/

- 22 f\Lerde 1)__c.ll1d R'Jt.kfish f<r1ilro,d et a_l_._v_._S.C.£LA_:f.:._ (
fio. 73-196&, JunP 24, 1975).
·\'lh ich

such

::i:

s tat€'11ent

~uidance L~r~.

\'/<lS

U.S.

The quotation is d_ictuin in a case in

held not to be required, and affo,·ds little

The issuance of the initiating notice here"in, by the

Administrator in the abc,e11ce of an EIS, necessarily represented a
determination by him that none was required.

With regard to EPA itself,

none is required and this proceeding does not fall within those as to
\·Jh

i ch the Administrator has announced a vo 1un tary program of preparing

the EIS.

See Statement of Policy and Procedures, 39 F.R. 16186 and 37119.
Effect of E.O. 11870:

EDF contends the present FHS propDsal is

prohibited by Executive Order No. 11870 (July 18 , 1975) (40 F. R. 30611)
which amei ded

Execu~ive

Order No . 11643 of February 8 , 1972 , by citing Sectior

3(c) thereof which deals with programs limited to one year .
ceedi-n~

But this pro-

\-Jould be governed by Section 3(b), an? no doubt represents the con-

sultation with EPA which is required .
Section 3 of FIFRA:

Finally, EDF contends the applications do

not meet the requirements of Section 3 of FIFRA by asserting that the
proposed use \·JOuld have "unreasonable adverse effects on the environment.
No attempt is made to justify the assertion, but reference is made to 40
CFR 162 . 11 of the recently issued
1975 .

Regis~ration

But this proceeding is subject to

rules , effective August 4 ,

Sectio~

18 of FIFRA, as well as

Section 3, and is governed by Subpart D of the Rules (40 CFR 164 . 130) and
the

statem~11t

of issues herein.

11

•

Rb TRI I IU'IS

The Rt :JondE.'nt in this proceeo1ng (k.sistant f1d11inistrator of
Ef>A), on U' ief, urges th-:? nodi fi ca ti on or the 1972 Order to permit

the registration of sodium cyanide for use in the M-44 device to

control c riid predators subject to the 26 nu1b 0 red conditions or
restrictions set forth in the Appendix hereto.
These restrictions are based on the statements of intended use
by the app 1 i cant ·,Ji tnesses herein or may reasonably be inferred from

their testimony and appear to

be

appropriate in the light of the record.

They also appear to meet the suggested restrictions offered by EDF in
the

alter~ative

that their challenge of the

proce~ding

is not accepted,

and accordingly, th-• approval granted herein will be made subject to
4/

those

·~.estrictions.

--

UL TIMI\TE FINDINGS Ai!D CONCLUS rn:~s

In view of the foregoing, the 1972 Order should be modified to

permit the registration of the M-44 device by the applicants herein
subject to the conditions set forth in the Appendix hereto .
A
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- It is noted that by letter of August 27, 1975, counse l for the State
of t·iontan 1 1.uk0s exception to proposed restrictions iio. 2, 14 and 22. Ho
1 l'Ovhiun \,.i- j,Jdfh.! for SUl.11 .:1 filinq, \1hich is css('ntiu1ly a reply bri• f ,
.. nd ti••• f.,o••, n/}t permit pio i•.ion th1..•r0for , and they hilve not be1...n .cion'"-idered. fh·y n.y, of colH;P, be renP\·1ed on exceptions.
·~~--~~--~~~
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APPLitl,lX A - RL<;fR:CT!O::s

1.

U::.e or ~he '·1-11~ d.:>vicP shall confol'1'1 to all applicable
Fedc1· 1, StdtC, aid local la1<1<; and rE.'r,ulations.

2.

The? M-44 device s11<lll be used only·to tdkP vlild canids
susp..:.cted of pre/ing upon livestock and poultry.

3. The V-44 drvice snall not be
for the value of their fur .

us~d

solely to take animals

4.

The M-44 device shall only be used in instances where
actual livestock losses due to predation by Hild canids
are occurring. M-44 devices mdy also be used prior to
recurrence of sea;o11al depredation, but only when a
chronic pro~lem exists in a spPcific area. In each case,
full docwnentation of livestocks depredatio'l, including
evidence that such losses \·Jere caused by \'/ild canids,
will be required before application of the H-44 is undertaken.

5.

The ~f-44 device sha11 not be
State Parks; (2'l National or
designated Hi1rlerness areas;
Prairie dog to\'Jns; (6) Areas
and fami.ly pets is proL?.ble .

used in: (l) National or
State Monur1ents; (3) Federally
(4) \.Jild.ife refuge areas; (5)
where exposure to the pub l ic

6. The M-44 shall not be

sed in areas wh~re threatened or
endangered species might be adversely affected . Each
applicator shall be issued a map vihich clearly indicates
such areas.

7.

The M-44 device s!0ll not be placed within 200 feet of
~ny ldke , stream, or other body of \·1cter .

8.

The M-44 device shall not be pl aced i n areas v1here food
crops are planted.

9.

M-44 devices shall not be placed \·lithin 50 feet of public
rights of way .

10.

The HJXi111u;11 density of M-44's pl aced in any JOO acre
pastureland areil shull not exceed 10~ and the density in
any one square mi le of open range sha 11 not exceed 12 .
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11.

~·1 clt·V ice 1 c'Y b~· pl ac.C'd in the vicinity of <lraw
statio 1 1s (1 ivest" k carcai;ses}; providi:-·d, that rio H-44
device' shed I bn pL ;.fd withir 3fJ feet of a carca.ss; no

The i

more thJn 4 M-44 d~vices shall bJ plaLed rer draw
stal·ior~ and no 1rore than 3 drai·t ..:tations shall be
operdtrd per squar~ mile.
12.

M-14 d 'Vi"eS shJl 1 be inspect,.,d at least once a week to
check for interferf.'nce or unusual conditions and shall
be serviced as required.

13.

Used sodium cyanide capsules shal 1 be disposed of by
deep burial or
at a proper landfill site.

14.

An M-44 de\ ice shal 1 be removed fro11 an area if , after
30 days, there i~ no sign that a target p:edator has
visited the site .

15.

Damagec! or non-functional M- 44 devices shal1 be removed
from the field.

16 .

I n all areas where the use of the M-44 device is anti cipated, loca1 hospitals, doc -rs, ard clinics shall be
notified of the intended use , and infor;'".'"'c.! of the ntidotal an·d first-aid rne.:isures required for treatment of
cyanide poisoning .
:

17.

Bilingual warning signs in English and Spanish shal l be
used in all areas containing M 44 devices. Al 1 such signs
shall be removed when M-44 devices are removed .
a.

i·lain entrances or co1n111only used access points
to areas in which M-44 devices are set s!al1
be posted \'lith \'/arning signs to alert the
pub1iC to the toxic nature of the cyanide and
to the danger to pets . Signs shall be inspected
\'it•ekly to insure their continued presence and
insure that they are conspicuous and leg·ible .

b.

An elevated sign shall be placed \·1ithin 6 feet
of eac.h individuul ~1-41! device \·1arning _J:lersons
not to handle the device.
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18.

1c;ules may b~ granted
ag<>ncies; provided.
tl1ctt s11th p~rsoris slial1 ~, authl)riz('J t::> sr•ll said car;i;ules
on1y to Stdtc and Fede•rl rec,istrant~. f'n.ly Sta.te and Federa1
registrants sfwll be p~r·.tiltt.d to.s.:11, give, or othen-;ise
djc:-fribute Ci1psules to individ.1 .--: l di\1li atJrs. Such Strlte or
Federdl registrants of sodiuin cyanide M-44 capsules sh. 11 be
responsibl'! for insuring that the restrictions set forth herein
are obser1cd by individual applicat0rs to ~·:ram su h registrants
sell or distribute such cap .Iles and/ r M-44 devi s. State
and Federal registrants shall train ap licators, and such
training shall include, but need not be limited to: (1) Training
in safe handling and plarement of the device; (2) Training in
the proper use of the antidote kit; (3) Instructions regarding
proper placement of the device; ~nd (4) Instructions in recordkeeping.

Re0istrutiors for c;orliun cyanide

to

19.

pet C,•111')

oth ,~~ than s·tdte ilnd

11-4~

Cti

FP<ll'.'r..;

Each authorized M-44 applicator sh,..,11 keep records dealing with
the placement of the de.ice and the results of each p1acei:.ent.
Said records shall include, but need not be limit to:
1.

The number of devices placed.

2.

The location of each device placed.

3.

The elate of eac11 placement, as \·1e1l as the date
of each inspection.

4.

The number and location of devices which have been
discharged and the appai·ent reason for each d.ischarge.

5.

The species of ariima 1 taken.

6.

A11 accidents or injuries to humans or domestic animals.

20 .

M-44 devices and capsules shall not be sold or transferred to,
or entrusted to the car-:e of, any p2rson no licensed by, or
under the supervision of a State or Federal registrant.

21.

All i·ersons authorized to possess and u~e M-44 capsules and
devices shall store said devices under lock an<l key.
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22.

Each rJu'.f.orizecJ M 44

applic-1~.cr

:.!·all c.:;-ry an antidote kit

on hi·, µ•rson \·1ht'n Dld'.inq iJl'~/or inc;p•,.:;ting M-44 devic s.
Tl':'-' kit shall co•itain 12 ,ie.:arls vf, amyl nitrite and instruc-

tions on thPir us~- Th~ kit rdy also cor.tain sodium 1.iti'ite
and soC:iun thiosi... lfatc.
23.

One f.Jc rscn other ti an th~ i11e1ivi,1 u<:l a0pl icator, ist have
knov/leJyc of the exact placu 2nt location of a11 M-44 devices
in the field.

24.

Supervisors shall periodically c~~ck the records, signs, and
devices of e ch applicator to verify that all applicable
restrictions, laws, and regulations are being strictly
fa l l O\·JPd.

25.

In areas where more than one gov9rnmental agency is authorized
to place M-44 devices, the a~~ncies shall exchang~ placement
information and other relevant facts to insure that the maximum
number of M-44 's a1lov1ed is not exceeded.

26.

Reg1strants and applicators S~dll alsc be subject to such other
restrictions a~ rn<iy be prescri!:.:d from t~~.: to time by the U.S.
Environnental Protection Agency.
.-
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